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France's Dumas Suggests EC Conference on SFRY 

LD1308190491 Pans France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 1700 GMT 13 Aug 91 

[Text] In Yugoslavia, eight days after the proclamation 
of the cease-fire, the s)\uation hardly seems to be moving 
forward. This 1s, no doubt, the reason why French 
Foreign Minister Roland Dumas suggested today that 
the EC 12 should undertake to convene a constitutional 
conference, a conference that would permit the VY ugosiay 
leaders to attain a certain number of negotiations. [as 
heard] 

* EC Involvement in Yugoslav Crisis Assessed 

YIENO7494 Rotterdam NRC HANDELSBLAD 
in Dutch 2 Aug 91 p § 

{Hans Nienhuis article “EC Entangled in Its Own 
Mediation Plan” | 

[Text] This afternoon, for the fourth ume, a delegation of 
European Community ministers left to mediate in Yugo- 
slavia, and calls to send not only politicians but also 
military personnel are growing louder. Only last week. 
the appeal by Croatian President Tudyman to the EC to 
get its “blue-helmeted peacekeeping troops ready” was 
received with sniggering laughter, but nine days and 
more than a hundred deaths later the idea is being 
seriously considered in more and more European capi- 
tals. If this weekend's mission led by Minister van den 
Broek fails and the bloodshed in Yugoslavia continues, 
the idea could in fact become irresistible. 

On Monday. French Foreign Affairs Minister Dumas 
proposed to his colleagues that military personne! be sent 

in together with a group of 300 to 400 European 
observers. According to Dumas’s 10-point plan, these 
“missionaries” would not wear their military uniforms, 
but would carry light firearms. 

Dumas's proposal did not go over, but by Tuesday 
British Foreign Minister Hurd was no longer willing to 
rule out the possibility of a European peacekeeping force 
in the long run. And his Italian colleague de Michels 
acknowledged that the EC was “up to its neck” in the 
Yugoslav crisis and that it must do “everything” to bring 
it to a Satisfactory conclusion. 

On Wednesday, Federal Chancellor Kohl said that ut 
“would be irresponsible not to prepare a peacekeeping 
delegation from the WEL [Western European Union] 
(the organization in which nine EC members cooperate 
in military areas). We must prepare something that can 

deter the atrocities and animosities.” And Kohl's num- 
ber-two man in the CDU [Christian Democratic Union), 
Secretary General Volker Ruhe, argued in no uncertain 
terms in favor of sending in an armed military force to 
separate the combative parties in Yugoslavia, even 
though this was in turn reyected yesterday by Foreign 
Affairs Minister Genscher. 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 1 

Minister van den Brock, who 1s chairman of the EC 
Council of Ministers for this holf-year, las already 
pointed out several practical objections. The EC has no 
military force, and 1 would require a great deal of tume 
to Organize one within the framework of the WEU. But 
yesterday evening, the Dutch minister—after Luxem- 
bourg’s Poos—also said that military intervention in 
Yugoslavia cannot be ruled out if nothing can be 

achieved by other means. 

Sending :n troops would represent a radical change from 
how the EC has pursued foreign policy in the past: with 
words and with moncy. But 1 would clearly not be an 
illogical change, given the promises that the Community 
has made to itself 

During the European summit at the end of June, when 
the European leaders sent three of their ministers back 
and forth to Yugoslavia to mediate in the conflict which 
had just broken out, there were no illusions about the 
fact that the world was witnessing here an EC that was 
putting its weak image from the Gulf crises behind ut 
And since then, Yugoslavia has increasingly become 
a—scelf-imposed—test case for the joint foreign policy 
towards which the EC 1s striving. The U.S. Government 
iS INquisitively watching how this goes. 

What have the ministers done thus far? During a last- 
minute mecting in The Hague in carly July, the Twelve 
agreed on an immediate arms embargo against Yugo- 
slavia, on suspending financial assistance that was 
already promised, and on sending in observers 

On 7 July, after 16 hours of negot:ations on the island of 
Brion, the EC troika was able to announce that they had 
achieved a truce with the Yugoslav leaders: The Federal 
Army would be sent back to their barracks, the Federal 
Presidency would resume normal functioning with Croat 
Supe Mesic as president, and Slovenia and Croatia 
would postpone the implementation of their indepen- 
dence for three months. And on | August a roundtable 
discussion on the future of the country would begin 

In order to monitor the shaky truce, the EC sent 
observers in white uniforms to Slovenia, where most of 
the fighting had taken place up to then. Unfortunately, 
the battle shifted to Croatia and acquired a new char- 
acter. It was no longer the struggle for independence by a 
republic against the Federation, but rather a bloody civil 
war between two peoples within one republic, perhaps 
incited by Belgrade. 

The Dutch leader of the team of observers hastened to 
say that his mandate did not extend that far. The 
observers were supposed to monitor comphance with the 
truce and see to it that the Armed Forces returned to 
their barracks. But they could not derive any other duties 
from the Brion: Accord, and thus not concern them- 
selves with the ethnic conflicts in Croatia, as Minister 
van den Brock later explained. In the meantime, the 
work of the Federal Presidency foundered on the ques- 
tion of where it should mect. In short, Brion: had been 
overtaken by events within one week 



te 

Last Monday. at the suggestion of san den Brock. the E( 
decided to expand the number of observers from SO) to 

1 50-20), and to allow the observers to operate in Croatia 
as well. The only question 1s how. whet. and whom thes 
should observe. because the corcumstances of the bloods 

incidents betwcen Serbs and Croats remain shadows 

(#1 no less umportance s the question of how the EC 

should react once the first observer ss killed At the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in The Hagw:. the sdéca has 
surtaced that the observers, for their own safety. could go 
on yount patrols with units of the V ugoslay Federal Army 

and of the Croatian militia. But ut 1s hoped that these 
forces mm that case will not come to blows 

The session at which the Vugoslay Federal Presidency 
was to cCApress its Opmmon on thes latest EC plan fell 

through because Croatia 1s no longer willing to negotiate 

as long as the war 1s being continued from Seria, so that 
the European inAiative 1s now up on the air, Thos has not 
made the mission that van den Brock and his Luxem- 
bourg and Portuguese colleagues are und raking thes 
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weekend and the role of the observers im Creat aay 

casicr, “The muonisicrs arc gowng (0 try to gct the com- 
halive parties to come hack to the negotiating table in 
order t© point out to them the gravity of the situation” 

a spokesman described the goal of the trip 

In the meanume. the Nloodshed «= continuing. and 

yesterday Croatian Prevdert Tudyman in a dramatx 

appeal to “Europe ond the world” called tor “help im 

order to prevent total war” He also announced thal the 
Croatian National Cruard would undertake “counterat- 

tacks” more than mt has on the past. if necessary agains 
units of the Yugoslas Army 

In short, four weeks after the first lightning action. the 

high's puflicized EC mediation cflorts appear to have 
borne disappointingly little frunt, Frustration about thes 

is increasing and un thes way torceng a decrsson pull hack 
or go further. In more and more European capnals. the 
pros and cons have been weighed. and pulling hack 1s no 

longer an option 
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Vranitzhy Meets Croatian Foreign Minister 

40 140809149! Lienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
in German 14 Auge Yi pl 

[Text] Vienna—On the occasson of hes short vesit to 
Vienna, Croatian Foren Moinester Zvonimuir Separovn 
again stressed that hrs government wants the conflict in 
(Croatia to be micrnatonalized and 1s striving to be 
recognized as an independent state in the course of this 
process. In a talk with Chancellor Franz Vranizky on the 
afternoon of 13 August. Separovec thanked Austra for 
ts understamting 

Vranitzkhy stressed that the Austrian Government main- 

tars the option to recognize Croatia, but that Ausina 
will not recogmize ( roatia as an independent state im a 
solitary action 

The chancellor stressed hes standpoint. saying hh is 
necessary to achieve—by applying all appropriatc 
means—an imtcrnational settlement of the V ugosias 
cress. Acowrdeng to hes spokesman, at the same teme 
Vranitzhy emphasized that Austra reserves for itself the 
option to recogme ( roatea. but that “such a step would 
not help Croatia ~ Recogniteon rs not the most mmportant 
clement to end the crises, he pownted out 

The Croatian foreign minester emphatically capressed 
hes gratttude—also on behalf of Croatian President 
Franjyo Tudyman—tor the talk with the chancellor and 

the fact that Austria 1s considering the option of recog: 
nizing ( roatia According to Vranizky's spokesman. he 

used the mecting as an opportunity to cxplam the 
difficult situatron om Yugoslavia and, m particular m 
(roatea and m thow arcas of the republn where the 

population rs mixed Separove sand that what human 
rights mean tor mdividuals corresponds to the general 
right to a state 

The chancellor stressed the veew that cessation of the 
fighting on the crises arca 1s of Prony emMportance, as 1s 
the return to a normal social and cconomu life 
According to V ranitzky's spokesman, the powrble use of 
a peacekceping force was also drscussed In thes comnec- 
thon the chancellor pownted out that the use of such a 

force would be extremely difficult. particularly since 
there « 90 Clear fronthne between the parties to the 

conflict and security guarantees can hardly be given 

Parhamentarians of the EC's European Parhament are 
to hold direct talks with the potrtrcians of the Vugosiay 
parhaments The was proposed by Maria Lursa ( assan- 
magnago4 erect, charrwoman of the Political Com- 
mittee of the European Parhament. to the extended 
Pressdium of the [SERV] parhament 

The cease-fire commewon. which has been established 
by the Vugoslay Federal Presidency, has called on the 
hostile Serts and Croats to exchange all prisoners by 
midnight on 18 August 

AUSTRIA 3 

Release of Lebanon Hostages Linked to Waldheim 
40 1308101991 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 

13 Aug Yi pl 

[Unattrvbuted report: “Tug4 -War for Lebanon Hos- 
tages. Did Waldhemm Con'ributc To Release] 

[Excerpt] Vienna Beirut—W hile an intensive tug-of-war 
for a “general solutvon™ for the Western hostages held mn 
Lebanon 1s goung on behind the scenes. sources m the 
Chancellor's Office im Vienna have conceded that Pres- 
ident Waldheim might have played a certain role om the 
recemt release of hostages. Thew release might be a 
secondary cflect of the pressdent’s visut to Tehran and 
Damascus wm Junc Meanwhile. a special scoret envoy 
had been sent to the countries mvolved 

Sources on the Chancellor's Office im Vienna have mndi- 

cated that the reicase of hostages im Lebanon las 
weekend might be a secondary effect of Presedent Wald- 
hewm's visit te fehran and Damascus in June Waldhewm 
had conducted mtcnsve talks with Presidents Ratsan- 
yam (Iran) and Al-Asad (Syma). among other thongs. «1 
has now been disclosed that the Ausinan presedent had 
expressed the vice that the unconditional release of onc 
or several hostages might be regarded as a gesture of 
gooderll and improve the atmosphere 

During hes recent Middle East misswson Waloherra was 
very reserved toward journalists regarding the rsuc of 
the hostages and even subsequently he remained silent. 
sithough he became active om the past few months, 1 was 
stated He held talks with the ambassadors of the United 
States, Great Britain, and CGrermany. on other words, with 
representatives of the “hostage counties ~ Waldhemm 
had repeated telephone contacts with the other side. and 

finally an envoy from Vienna was seni to the region The 
hope for a gecsture of goodwill has now been fulfilled 
sources close to the presedent stated. the first visible 
wens of hes activitees are beginning to show. [passage 
omittod] 

UK Expresses Thanks 

il 1408092091 Lienna DIE PRESSE on German 

14 we Vip 

[AG report “Secret Graduated Plan for Release of 
HM “| 

[Excerpt] Geneva Beirut Vienna—Hope tor the release 
of the 11 Western hosizges sill held in Lebanon 6 
mereasing According to unconfirmed reports. Isract ts 
allegedly willing to free the Shute Shaykh Karem UU bavd. 
however. these reports were officially denied by Jerusa- 
lem. ‘U’bavd « one of the key persons whose release the 
terrorest orgamization “Islamn Holy War” (lihad) has 
demanded His release would be the beginning of an 
exchange of hostages that has allegedly been stipulated in 
a graduated plan that was negotiated with the kidnap- 
pers 
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In the meantime. the British Government has addressed 
a letter to Ausina through is «cmbassy m Vienna 
thanking Austria for us efforts to ensure the reicase of 
the hostages. In the letter, London asks Ausina to heip 
achieve the liberateon of the remaining hostages as well 
During the past few days. there were indications sug- 
gesting that President Waldheim and an Austrian 
Middle East envoy participated im the reicase of the 
hostages [passage omitted] 

Firm Freed of Suspicion on Breaking Iraq Embargo 

40 1408130491 lienna DER STANDARD im German 
13 Aug Yi p 16 

[Monika Bachhofer report “LIM May Wash its Hands 
of i" } 

[Text] Vienna—Oskar Schmidt, Ausina’s “most colorful 
entrepreneur,” art collector, Harrach Palace dealer, and 
owner of “LIM Kunststoff Technologie” company. may 
be pleased 

The Essenstadt [Burgenland] public prosecutor's office 
has now confirmed that the accusations leveled by the 
Economics Ministry against him and LIM Manager 
Hemz Geretsegger im connection with caports to Irag 
were not justified. As Semor Public Prosecutor Ench 
Wetrer confirmed upon inquiry by DER STANDARD. 
the complaints filed because of the “suspicron™ that LIM 
exports to Irag “veolated the Military Materie! Law and 
the Foreign Trade Law” were withdrawn for lack of 
evidence 

The comprehensive investigations ordered by the public 
prosecutor's office and two technical reports by criminal 
mvestigation caperts showed that the LiM factory 
offered to the Iraqus for the production of the chemical 
substance HTPB (hydroxy terminated polybutadienc) 
should indeed have been built for the production of (a 
planned number of 14.000) tractor tires—that « for 
civihan purposes) The complaint also cxapressed the 
suspicion that HT PB was supposed to have been used as 
a bonding agent for solid missile propellant and thus 
accelerated Saddam's armament 

According to a 1989 business agreement, Schmidt should 
have constructed the 2 ¥)-milhon-schilling plant by 31 
March 1991 In carly August 1990. Irag attacked 
Kuwait, to which the United Nations—and Ausina 

lest was headed by Oskar Schmidt's LIM. 

¥ aat Geretsegger confirmed to DER STANDARD im 
thes connection last year has now been certified by the 
public prosecutor, too. There were no LIM exports to 
Iraq during the trade boycott. Geretsegger has now sand: 
“The moenistry’s complaint was a rather hasty reaction.” 

Nevertheless, | scems that the UN embargo will con- 
tenue to Cause some trouble to the LIM managers im the 
future as well, According to the lawyer of the two LIM 
men. the Iragn currently hold the view that “by 
observing the embargo and thus faring to fulfill the 
agreement, LIM 1s to be blamed for the failure of the 
deal.” The lawyer saed that therefore was now the worry 
“that the Iraq: partner mm the deal wants to get hold of the 
22 mulhon schillongs that were deposited at the CA bank 
as a guaranice for the fulfiliment of the agreement.” 
Another 70 million schillings—for components or plans 
of the plant. raw materials. and know-how —have not yet 
been paid for anyway 

Therefore. preparations have been made for filing a 
complaint against Irag for 170 millon schillings at the 
International Chamber cf Commerce's court of arbitra- 
lon 

Compulsory Visas for Poles To Expire 31 Aug 

40 1408084491 Lienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
im German 14 Aue Yi pl 

[Excerpt] On 13 August the cabinet decided to let 
visas for Poles expire on 31 August 1991 

Chancellor Vranizky and Interor Minister Loeschnak 

stressed that the situation im Poland isclf has changed 
and that. m addition, accompanying measures will be 
taken 

Thus. a deportation agreement has been negotiated with 
Poland and just needs to be signed. An agreement with 
the CSFR on the transit of deported Poles 1s already 
available and has been passed by the cabinet today 

[passage omitted] 
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Two Hostages To Be Released If Swap Agreed 

LDIZ081-°0C9! Berlin ADN on German 1624 GUT 
13 Aue Vl 

[Text] Marz ( ADN}—The two German hostages. Thomas 
Kemptncr and Hemrnch Structig, kidnapped two years ago 
m Lebanon, are sand to be im the hands of the Hamad: 
family Seyyed Hoseyn Musavian, the Iranian ambassador 
m Bonn, stated ths mm a SAT-1 interview this evening. The 
family 1s saved to be prepared to release both hostages “on 

the condiyon that both ts sons. who are mm German 
prisoms, are released.” The ambassador added that he sees 
more chance of release for the two Germans than for the 
other Western hostages. The German Government should 
show “flearbelity” and sce what room for mancuver the 

laws allow with regard to amnesty 

If Isracl shows readiness to release the 375 Lebanese 
prisoners, then “the Lebanese woe wll take the other 
sicp.” There were some Israch) corpses which could be 
handed over to UN Secretary General Perez de Cuctlar 
“tomorrow ~ 

U N's Perez de Cuellar lavolved 

LIN 2081 7° 2291 Hambure DIP? 1 in German 1646 GMT 
13 twe 9! 

[leat] Bonn (DP A+}—Herwig Bartels. the Foreign Min- 
istry representative tor the Middle East, has been bricted 
about the state of the efforts to release the hostages mm a 
talk with the UN secretary general m Geneva. A 
spokesman from the Federal Munrstry of Foregn Affairs 
told DPA thes evening im answer to a question, that the 
talks also drscussed mm particular the two German ho-s- 

tages in Lchanon 

Perez de (Cuellar telephoned Foreign Minister Hans- 
Dietrich Grenscher yesterday on the latter's holiday resort 
near Berchtesgaden and asked him to send an official to 
Grenesa The representative for the Middle East was 
acoompanred by an official from the Interior Ministry 
The two intended to bret government offices in Bonn 
about the situatvon eummediately after ther talks 

Iranian Petrochemical Firms Receive Loans 

LDIAO8 184291 Hambure DP 1 in German 1152 GMT 
1? tue 9! 

[Test] Frankfort (DPA VWDi—Crerman credit mmstite- 
thoms are financeng petrochemical proyects om tran for a 
total of $10 mullon German marks The Deutsche Bank. 
the chict underwriting bank. announced im Frankfurt 
texday that the endivedual contracts will be covered by 
Hermes guarantecs from Bonn or by guarantees from the 
Bank Meth Iran om Tehran 

The recyent of the loans «6 the Natronal Petrochemical 
Company on Tehran. a subwdiary of the National Iraman 
(hi Company The moncy will be used to finance German 
products and services for the reconstruction, moderniza- 
thon. and catenson of petrochemical proyects Bewdes the 

GERMANY s 

Deutsche Bank. the bank syndicate includes the Com- 
merzbank, the Dresdner Bank. and the Societe Generale - 
Elsassische Bank. The credit size was arranged im cooper- 
ation with the Saciete Generale in Paris, which has made 
similar agreements with European countries. 

Export Guarantees Granted io Slovenia, Croatia 

AU 1308112091 Duesseldorf HANDELSBLATT 
in German 12 Aug 91 p 7 

[Fredenke Mever report: “Yugoslavia Trade, Guaran- 
tees for Trade With Croatia and Slovema, The Reintro- 
duction of Hermes Export Guarantees Mark the Special 
Role of the Republics” | 

[Text] Duesseldorf, 10-11 August—Following the urgent 
appeals by the Slovene side to Western governments and 
banks. the Federal Government decided over the 
weekend that Hermes guarantees for exports to Slovema 
and Croatia will be granted again beginning mmmedi- 
ately. They wall be applicabic for short-term transactions 
with terms of payment of up to one year 

The guarantees are intended to apply above all for 
exports of spare parts, consumer goods, and pharmaccu- 
ticals. According to sources from Bonn, there were initial 
obyectrons to include Croatia as well, because the situa- 
tron there continues to be unclear 

In talks with HANDELSBLATT shortly before the deci- 
son, Slovene bank representatives emphasized that Sio- 
venia was continuing to do everything it could to avord 
being drawn into the macistrom caused by other Yugo- 
slav republics. This also applies to credits from the West 
that were cut by Western banks. The Hermes caport 
guarantees, which were suspended for all of Yugoslavia 
about four weeks ago. widely paralyzed monctary trans- 
actions between Slovenia and German banks 

Slovene Natronal Bank Governor Franz Arhar told 
HANDELSBLATT that he was optemestec as far as the 
future 1s concerned Slovenia's debts toward other coun- 
tres can casily be financed from caport revenues that are 
disproportionally high compared to the other Yugoslav 
republics, however. this assumes that caports will stay on 

the level that was planned for thes vear Arhar stated that 
Slovema’s direct foreign debts amount to $1.7 bilhon 
The share of Yugoslavia’s $16 billon on total debts that 
Slovenia recognizes 1s some 10 percent. Most of these 
debts onginate from the late seventies 

The urgent appeals by the Siovence government and bank 
representatives to Western banks to resume business 
with Slovema only found a limited response at first. 
Stanwlay Valant. deputy director general of Lyublana 
Banka. told HANDELSBLATT that Slovenia does not 
need further loans but the continuation of “normal 
cooperation” with Western hanks 

( urrently there are not any problems as far as moncy 

transactions within Slovenia are concerned. Arhar 

(National Bank) sand Al the tome when Slovenia was 
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excluded from innecr-Yugoslay monctary transactions in 
dinars. the Slovene Natrona! Bark had dear reserves 
that are sufficient even now 

Nevertheless, senous cfforts were made to lift the blockade 
by the central bank in Beigrade. This 1s why special hopes 
are pinned on the vist by Prime Minister Markovic to 
Ljubljana scheculed for thes week. Relations between the 
Central Bank in Belgrade and the Slovene Natrona! Bank 
have not been entirely severed. the governor of the 
National Bank stated. The management of the Slovene 
National Bank has more or |} ss remained unchanged since 
the independence declaration 

The bank representatives empl.asized that. as stepulated 
in the Broom Declaration, Slovenia respects the decrsson 
of the Yugoslav Federal Government. The Slovene 
banks continuc to respect the guidelines of the Central 
Bank of Belgrade. They sand that there are plans to 
minoaduce a separate currency, which should become 
freely convertible “as soon as possible” As tar as its 

cconomic policy 1s concerned, Miovena will be closely 
guided by Europe 

According to Valant of Lyubljana Banka. the ¥ ugostas 
financial system has suffered greatly under the politwal 
imsecurity. The equivalent of $700 millon have been 
withdrawn from private foreign currency accounts since 
last October. Contrary to credit institutroms om other 

republics, Slovene banks tried until) 27 June to keep 
foreign currency deposits open. meanwhile, however 
access to foreign currency by private persons has been 
stopped. Yet. foreign currency supply to enterprises is 
maintained as well as possible. All of Slovenia's forengn 
debts have been paid back mm duc time 

The bank representatives suspect that the collapse of 
inner-Y ugosiay trade relations might create problems for 
Slovenia's cconomy. The loss of confidence among the 
republics, which has both political and specific financial 
reasons, 1s threatening. Paying habits within Yugoslavia 
continue to detenorate. In many cases people only carry 
out barter deals. Nevertheless, industry continucs to 

supply goods. 

Considering the complex interconnections in VY ugostayia’s 
economy, National Bank Governor Arhar stated that i 
was impossible to replace all supply relations by foreign 
contracts, even if the necessary foreign currency were 
available. Slovema carries out some $0 percent of its trade 
with Croatia. Despite the insecure situation im the neigh- 
boring republic, trade has so far hardly been affected 

The bank representatives assess positively the situation of 
the more than 700 foreign joint ventures. Occasionally, 
difficulties arise from the provision of higher credit unsur- 
ance for supplies thal some companies now require In 
Arhar’s view the long-standing foreign cooperation part. 
ners are the best guarantee for changing the cautious 
attitude of Western credit institutions. Last week's 65- 
millron-Geerman-mark investment by a mayor Grerman 
enterprise in Slovenia 1s regarded as a proof of confidence 
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Interior Minister Sees ( pswing Tendracies in East 

LDI 208165091 Berlin ADN 0 German 1224GMT 
13 tue i 

[Text] Berlen (ADN}—C lear upswing tendencies well be 
evedent mm castern Germany mm the scoond half of 1991. 
Intersot Minister Wolfgang Schacuble (CDU) [Christian 
Democrat Unmon] stressed to the press om Berien today 
that the privatization of former GDR firms by the Trust 
Agency 1s a “decisive prerequisite” for thes. The appross- 
mately 3.000 new owners promised to mivest over 65 
bilhon German marks [DM] and at the same tome create 
half a milhon jos. The CDU politician went on to state 
that a positive development im demand and production 
has begun on castern Germany In thes process, the burldeng 
trade «s developing into the coonomy'’s driving force 
Orders for the mdusiry incr-“sed by 72 percent m the 
second quarter of 1991. compared to the first three 
months 

A decisive proportion of development up to thes terme 

has. however, been the Federal Government's blanket 
mnsvecsiment which has been put at the disposal of city and 
local authorities. Since November 1990, 2 4 millon pots 
were thus created mm the former GDR. almost a third of 
those mm companies which were founded after the 
opening of the border According to Schacuble, DMS 
tillhon were concentrated on the redevelopment of 

schools. kindergartens. and other public establishments 
Environmental protection, street repairs, and admunrs- 
trative establishments were also financed with thes. A 
total additional investment of over DM60 bilhon ns 
expected for the new lander, pust for the vear 1991. In 

thes connection, Schacuble particularly stressed the 

rebuilding of medium-sized firms Since the beginning of 
1990) around 440.000 commercial businesses have been 
newly registered and 600,000 yobs have been created om 
thes areca as of madway thes year 

The restructuring of administrative bodies im the new 
lander +s also given intensive support by the federal 
authorities. In May this year alone, around 2.900 offi- 
cals from the old lander (administrators, pudges. law- 
vers) were working in castern Germany. To extend its 
own administrative apparatus, the federal authorities 
have already transferred 7.500 officials. In the area of 
administrative aid between the federal authorities, the 
old and the new lander and the local authorities. an 
“yntensive cooperation and and process” has developed 

4 total of 14,000 officizis and employees from the west 
are already working in the cast 

In Schacuble’s opinion, the increase in unemployment im 

the cast 1s “not a surprise” for the Federal Government, 
however, it 1s still “considerably lower” than expected 

The mtenor minister assured “that the mstruments 
deployed on the job market, to help those concerned on 
them search for work.” will now take effect 
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Country Ranks 34 Amonz Industrialized Nations 

VIGED4O” 1 Ducsseldort AIRTSCH AFTSA OCHE 
on German No 32. 2 Aue 9l pp 34-38 

[Article by Bolke Behrens and Hans-Peter Canibol 
“Japan Has the World's Mout Efficecnt Economy, Ger- 
many Takes the Bronze Medal. Yet the Competition Is 
Preveng Closer™] 

[Text] The news from Germany = bad Government 
dct 1s growing. inflation 1 marching along. wages arc 
chmtung. and the German mark [DM] «= weak. The 
Bundeshank 1 warning the government to be thrifty, 
entreprencurs are groaning about worsening conditions. 
the coizenry os fed up 

Teutonn lamentations have been notorous throughout 
history. “The news from Germany 1 bad.” the Roman 
brstorian Tacitus reported long ago 

The German soul, with ris duality of contradictions, 
having a hard tome (mn the one hand, as om 1990 everyone 
 prowd to be the wndnputed caport champion of the 
world, but then agar, appears, as ot docs mm 1991, that 
the end of prosperity has come as a consequence of 

unification. Frnrs Germamac” [The end of Germany”| 

Hardly WIRTSCHAPTSWOCHE'S natronal rankings. 
which include the most emportant mndustnal nations and 
the emerging country South Korea place the Federal 

Republi fof Crermany| among the leaders, for the most 
part ona total of 20 endicators of Competitivencss, giving 
tan overall rateng of therd place behend Japan and 
Swertzerland, but far abead af the greatest coonumnc 
power om the world, the United States of America 

The prognoses Germany's postion will deterorate over 
the short range. but by the mtermediate range. 1 well 
definitely omprove Sertzcriand will be overtaken Whole 
emerging countries. such as Korea. of even Tareas and 
Malavua advance. the ditiance betwcen Germany and 
its great European competitors will comtenuc to grow 

The proviso That the spiral of German self-pity and lack 
of moti ation be stopped and the challenge of reconstruc - 
tron on the cast be accepted Euro-manager Andre | eysen 
says that could, following two lost wars, provide for a shot 
of createvety Or have the Germans grown too tired” 

Berthold Levbinger. chairman of the Association of 
German Mechanical Engineers and Plant Constructors 
comes nght to the pout when he rs asked whether he asa 
spokesperson for German mechanical engineering and 
mndusinal construction, can still sleep peacefully “As a 
Crerman. it 1s empowsble to sicep peacefully We demand a 

level of performance of ourselves that forces us to peak 
levels of achvewerment. There's no question that some are 
too lary 

That applies to managers as well as workers, to polity. 
cans as well as functhonanes. Crermany the mndusinal 
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natn must reflect on what the roo of well berg ix 
Industna means dshgence. and without diligence. there 1s 
72 ability to compete 

To svcasure the capacity to compete, five local factors 
have been taken mmo account: labor and management. 
technology. caprtal, the date and wnfrastrecturc, 9+ well 
as the environment and the sociopolitical chenate 

All the local factors were evaluated by means of jour 

range cviends from 100 pomnts for the first un the ranking 
down to rcro for the relatively worst off among the total 
of the 16 countres 

With a score of 2.000 pounts possible. Japan attanns first 
place with a wore of 1561. three-quarters of the powwble 
pont score Spar brings up the rear with SO! pownts, or 
one-quarter of the maximum score 

After the three leaders, Japan, Switzerland. and Crer- 
many. with equal port scores, come the LU nuted States 

and the Netherlands. the European Comments [EC] 
country that 1s best equipped to cope with the mmternal 
market A candsdate for incluson into the FC. Austria. 
achrov cs. as does Sweden—a country that was eriticn off 
by many in the competition among the industrialized 

nathhons—a score m excess of 1.000 ports. or more than 
half the maxsumum score 

(yreat Britam has been badly beaten down (twelfth 
ranked) In the Noncteenth Century, « was the cradle of 
sndustry. The dechne 1s a warning of how capensve the 
calerficatron of a society can become. The other two EC 
member countnes, France and Italy must comtent them. 
scives with places that are m the scoond half of the 
tahic—proof that the Roman picaders of protectronrsm 
have a real bass for ther fears 

But even the tomes on which the products were snatched 
out of the hands of every German entrepreneur are over 
In the first 20 years of the Federal Republic, many heads 
of firms confused the greenhouse effect of a rate of 
exchange for the German mark that was too low with 
talent om sales. The aftereffects can still be felt 

In the evaluation arca of labor and management. one must 
always be mundful of the enormous role thal changes m 
parety play If, for example, the rate of cachange of the 
dollar wncreases by 10 percent m relatron to the German 
mark, of compensates for sales on the US. market by a rise 
on German wages of approwmmately seven percent And if 
the dotlar and the ven tend toward weakness. as they have 
mm the past year, then berng conservative im terms of wages 
will be of relatively bitthe use 

To be sure, the German tani! parties can take little 
comfort from the fact that currency traders often have 
more influence on the competition situation than do 
trade umion functronanes of employers, because Crerman 
labor costs tend to be at the upper end of the worldwide 
wale For 1989. the year for which the most recent 
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comparative figures are available. the statisticians deter- 
muned average Costs per worker-hour all sup- 
pP.2mentary capendiures—to be DM 35 74 in the Fer'cral 
Republic. That was five tomes what « 16 im Korca. In 
evaluating Competitiveness. that yicids 100 pots for 
the Far Eastern country, no pots for Germany 

Here 1s a pownt that should not be overlooked: Next to 
the Swedes and the Swiss. the Japanese. in the meantime. 
have moved up into the ranks of the best remuncrated. 
The 1989 cost figurrs came to nearly DM30 per hour. 
even though the Japanese take far fewer vacations than 
their German counterparts. High wages are relatevized 
by productivity. In terms of social product per employed 
person, Switzerland 1s in the lead by a wide margin 

Just as important as the statrstecally measurable costs and 
productivity are the motivation and qualification of the 
workforce and of management. It 1s here that the analysis 
rehes on the findings of a questionnaire among 10,000 
managers that was undertaken by the Geneva-based World 
Economx Forum and the Lawsanne-hased International 
Market Development (IMD! Research Institute 

Managers the world over recognize the high level of 
traming given to German. Swiss, and Ausinan skilled 
workers, but they give even higher marks to the effi- 
crency of Japanese job training methods 

National Ranking A Small Field of Front-Runners 

(ranking by total points’) 
i japan 1.61 
2 Senreriand 1.322 

5 Crermany 1471 

‘4 United Sates ian 

5 The Netherlands ian 

6 Ausina 1 oe 

? Sweden 1011 

. Denmart oe% 

s Canada ere 

10 Beigium va 

it France wO4 

12 Coreat Brotann ay 

Bb) Austraha hoe 

in) Korea e! 

be) Italy sya 

16 Spain bo 

“Maamal number in comparnon of competition is 100 pounts per 
wdrcetor with 20 mmdicators > (100 1s the manimum sore 

The managers are also of the opinion that the readiness 
of the Japanese to be pul to work at any given task 
canm. be beaten, nor can the bond that cxsts between 
them and their firms. 

It #8 not a matter of costs, rather, 1 1s the esprit de corps. 
the clan. That 1s as much the watchword of the assembly 
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line worker as ut «4 the managers im the corporatc 
bosrdrooms on the upper flaors. To be sure. the Japa- 
nese ure less daring than Italo. Amercans, Korcans. 
Germens, or “ews. Dal they coumpernsaic more than 
adeqaatxty fir. shortcoming Os thew tremendous 
stindes im the: ©. adduct and marketig strategy. The 
resultss top marks for }.enan'’s managers. and only third 
place for Germany + baseness Hades 

Analyzing market volume and rescarching custome. 
wishes, gathering the forces of capital together, a d 
designing factones in such a way thai they can adapt to 
quick chang<s mm the sernal production of products-—these 
are the ingredients mm the Japanese recupe for success. “We 
are waging cconoma warfare” <b: campaign slogan would 
have wt. And already. the acess &* wkers from Asa stand 
ready behind the Japanese % Four Tigers: Korea, 
Tarwan, Singapore, and Hong &.“@ =K.orea’s managers are 
already being characterized as *h: fee “h Poot om the world 
by ther colleagues from other cam + 4 

Why do the German entreprencurs not lawnch a coun- 

terattack”? Mechanical engoneer Laubunger: “The greatest 
Canger 1s thal we pay too much attention to the vectems 
of socialism, and as we Jo so, we forget about the ory 
real growth market mm the Far East.” In hes mndusiry, he 
pleads for commonly shared sales and service centers in 
Singapore, Scoul, or Tapes, and he calls upon the middic 
class to be forthcoming with more cooperation and 
openness. “The days when the Swatian factory owner 
did not even show his balance sheet to his own wile 
should be over.” Leysin adds: “The greatest danger for 
the Germans 1s that they will not follow through on the 
lentimotf of Europe through the international intcrweave 
of capital om any logical way.” 

In order to upgrade the pount value of the factor man- 
agement, a timely change of leadership im smalicr bas- 
nesses, involvement on the part of the employees, or 
resorting to the market would be called for. Among the 
firms, the well-understood concept of globalization of 
business 1s necessary: The competitivenrss of the Federal 
Republic as a nation 1 not weakened os a result of the 
construction of factors mm other countres, but rather by 
faulty investments in hasty involvements in other coun- 
tines. Thus, many an entrepreneur squandered moncy 
that was hard carned at home on frivolous purchases of 
firms beyond the black, red. and gold border marker 

A warming cxample: the countries of Argentina, Brazil, 
India, and South Africa that were the preferred invest- 
SS ae aoe 1960's and 1970's have not been 
bringing in the desired carnings for a long time 

The list of faslures 1s long-—beginning with the cancra- 
producer Rolle:, and numerous textile and clothing man- 
ufacturers, through Adidas, Puma, Bawknechi. of Grun- 
dig. These concerns did, in fact, shift important 
segments of their production to countries with low 
wage-related outlays, but im the process, they forgot to 
maintain brand name recognition, and so they had to 
pay the price in the marketplace 
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Making sens transfers 1s much weeded, because the 
sense of the nic: whona! divrwon of labor hes not only 

mM cuporting goc.s to developing and emerging coun- 
tres, but on createng pots there as well and mm producing 
goods more cheaply than on a hyhly developed country 

Thes prerequisite of mmcreasmng the prospenty of all 
naliGas, one that even Adam Smith recognized. onc 
that «s forgotien from tume to ume. Only he who 1s 
prepared to give up can hope to carn more 

Moderately confident that the migration will not grow 
100 great 1s the postion taken by Wilh Levbirnz of the 
Munech-based International Research Organization's 
lastetute for Econome Research: “The German 
coonoms has thus far always managed to prevail in 
competivor im the face of rrsing wages.” The danger of 
the wage-price spiral om the neat rownds of tariff talks 
must not be overlooked, however “What mn decisive 1s 
that the tareffl partners accepi the tax mcreases without 
gong overboard on wages and prices. ~ 

The excessive supply on the labor market, with a three to 
four mhon expected unemployment rate im all of Ger- 
many. sakes a rather more moderate policy m terms of 
wages more hkely on the part of the trade wnions, but that 
will not solve the prubiem. New risks present themscives 
im make-work companees (rn the cast), murtiative threatens 

to expere, on the satiated socecty (rn the west), annoyance 1s 
becoming widespread Hans-Jueren Schmal of the Ham- 
burg World Economics Archive [HWWA] Institute for 
Loonommec Research, confirms thi: “Welfare mentality 
cursts here, as «t does there. Today we are much les 
flexsble than we were 20 vears ago ~ 

The first chance: If the transfers from the west flow into 

mvesiments m the cast. CGeerman capital stock will be 
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conuderably reyusenatcd. and thus. capable of achieving 
more. Productivity well mncrease 

The second, even greater chance: Wf workers become 
arce m other mndusinal natvons at the ond of th 
century. the new Gocrmany Can resort to a grcaicr poten- 
tual on terms of trarned workers, proveded mt 1s qualified 
and moti ated 

The “hasec question of survival” says Corporate consultant 
Tom Peters, 1s whether the concept “world class worker” 
becomes more common than “world c\ass quality or world 
class technology.” Why” Peters says: “Because work drives 
quality and techpology forward, not vice versa” 

The bottom line: Provided there 1s a willingness to learn. 
labor and management will improve Crermany's compet- 
itive position 

In the ficld of technology. on the other hand. in the long 
run, relatiwe Gierman strength will prevail only with 
difficulty. To be sure. second place afier Japan appears 
certain, but the distance between Crermany and the 
newoomers, particularly those from Asa. will decrease 
Korea has already reached ninth place 

In thes areca, four component aspects are taken ito 
account mm evaluatong the natrons 

¢ High-tech onentation 
e The outpouring of inventions 
¢ Research activites 
© Breadt! and directson of the research 

The high-tech onentation 1s shown on the proportion of 
the creation of valuc that 1s devoted to the production of 
computers and othe: clectrone data processing cquip- 
ment. In Japan. the value of production has reached 
approximately two percent of the gross national product. 
newoomer Korea os already at 1.5 percent. Grermany. 
with 0.7 percent 1s only mm seventh place. Switzerland has 
been left far behind 

Labor: Just Barely Ahead of heres 
vv — - , 

Rane ( ewntry Total Poonts | Iris edhual Fs alvatoon 

Wage Praductrvety | (Quality of the 
; pendit > . 

Be | Workers ) Managers 
+ + . + + + 

j j ws ) nN a4 TLD TL 
i — —} +-- + ‘ : + 

3 | Sevtveriand be | 4 i. ~~ / 72 
4---——— - -~—4 +— ‘ ‘ + 
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Labor: Just Barely Ahead of horea (Continued) 

Rank Country if Total Pounts | Indiv dual Evaluation 

r W age | Productivity Quality of the 
| | expenditures | Stadion Managers 

13 United States | Tee w ] 7 rT 10 
+——_— + = +— 

i4 Australia 1 LL | w | ay »% $ 

1s Spain | 0s ] S4 | # i 7 0 

16 Great Britain | % a if “0 ) 47 | 0 8 

Sources: Institute of the German Economy. [German] Federal ( Mice of Statsstics, and the World Competitiveness Repon 1991 (IMD) 

For all that. the Swiss are by far in the lead in terms of 
patent statistics. Per million inhabitants in Switzerland 
in the last five years, 1.302 inventions were registered 
internationally. With 1,018 inventions, Germany ranks 
in second place. 

gross national product that 1s expendea on research and 

development 1s more a glimpse into the future. In terms 

of research input, Japan, Switzerland, the United States, 

Sweden, and Germany are all of approximately equal 

strength. but Korea, at ninth place on the list, goes to 

show what lengths the new competitors in the world 
market go to. 

If this figure reflects the output of research, thus being a 
pronounced reflection of the past. the proportion of the 

Rank Country ) Individual Evaluation of 

|  Blectrome Data | Patents |Research and | Basic Research 

ee es ee Fependures 
1 Japan - _— Mh | __ wo 4 100 _ 9S —— 

2 Germany = _ ws } {| _ 78 __ | % 1000 

3 | Switzerland — (24 _ 3 | 100 | _ — 2 

4 | United States T 2s? T 44 2s | os | a 

s Seeden0t—=<“‘=;it*=s*é*sS”*S*=~CaSSS*S > | ss | «9 a ae 
6 The Netherlands ~T~ Mm | « | Y nT 6 

7 Great Britain rs 188 a 7 tT > TO —— 49 _ 

fame ae 
9 Korea SC a ted | ” _j 0 . 2 

10 Belgium a a 44 | bal | 10 a 4) _ $1 

i Austria —— a 0 | ed j; io |; #£S 

12 Italy [ 9) | oT = 12 qT 25 f 4 

3 a a 
4 Canada | 8” \4 s w \s 

1s Austraha a rt a 2a yy T 1s - T 2s : - 4) : 

ie Spon es ee es —. | 0° 
Sources. International Research Organization Instrtute of Economic Research, {German} Federal Office of Statistics, Orgamization for Economn 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). and World Competitiveness Report 199! (IMD). and our own calculations 

Germany 1s the undis «ted leader in the quality of is 
basic research, if one is to believe an international 
questionnaire among managers, but Japan 1s quite close. 
and Korea 1s already in the middle range. 

Mechanical engineer Leibinger characterizes Germany's 
competitive profile in technology: “We are strong when- 
ever the traditional 1s combined with the new. We are weak 
when it 1s a matter of something altogether new.” Add to 
that the fact that a sapping of innovative strength as a 

result of cutbacks in public funding 1s a distinct possibility. 
Research expenditures per capita are declining from a level 
of DM127 in 1990 (West Germany) to DM109 in 1992 (all 
of Germany). Unification brings with it gains in know-how 
in only a few specialized areas. 

Max Syrbe, President of the Frauenhofer Society, warns: 
“When | think of Asia, where research efforts go on 
unabated, we will lose our competitive edge.” In addi- 
tion, entrepreneurs fear that the competition could take 
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advantage of German leadership: The basic research 
institutes thal are kept on a tight budget ai home are 

being lured by orders from the Far East. 

What to do” Set up a Ministry of Technology and Industry 
[Miti] after the Japanese pattern and plow billions into 
selected areas of research? Gerhard Fels, Director of the 
Institute of the German Economy, sounds a note of 
skepticism: “In the 1960's, Federal German policy was 
directed very much toward nuclear energy. The proposed 
project never took root. | don't think very much about 
subsidizing supposed growth industries.” 

High tech—low profit 1s the bitter irony in the computer 
industry. 

What makes more sense to Fels than ministerial guide- 
lines for research and European technology bureaucracy. 
iS a general tax abatement for the technological and 
scientific efforts of the firms, whether those efforts be 
large or small. Switzerland 1s doing it already. Despite 
the high degree of research iniensity, only 23 percent of 
the funding comes from the public coffers. 

The tiny country can, on relation to its large German 

neighbor, boast of favorable conditions insofar as the 
first indicator in the evaluative field of capital 1s con- 
cerned: The interest rates for long-term loans with a 
lifespan of 10 years are the lowest in Europe. It 1s true 
that if the Alpine republic should become less attractive 
to foreign money due to increased vigilance concerning 
funds that are fleeing the tax collector, this competitive 
advantage would be reduced 

A similar situation could apply to Japan. Broker scan- 
dals. bank failures, real estate prices that have been 

driven excessively high by speculation, and shockwaves 
at the stock exchanges, lead one to doubt whether 
Japan's capital market will remain a strong basis for the 
expansion of the strongest economic power in the world. 

The reestablishment of all values is beginning: the 
OECD's proyections on inflation (indicator 2 in the area 
of capiial), measured against average monetary devalu- 
ation for 1991 and 199), are lower at present for 
Denmark and France than for Germany (3.6 percent) 
What offers little comfort in that regard 1s that Korea 1s 

financing its economic growth with interest in excess of 
16 percent and an inflation rate in excess of 10 percent 
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The support of German concerns by the banks could be 
better. In the opinion of the managers, credit institutions 
in Switzerland, and especially in Japan, go to greater 
lengths. 

Nevertheless, the strength of German savings 1s still good 
in an international comparison. The ratio of savings to 
investment shows whether the money saved within the 
country suffices to finance investments. 

Since investments have vacillated greatly, the average of 
the years 1986 through 1989 was calculated. In this 
period, the (West) Germans had the highest capital 
excess with 23.7 percent. 

The great need of funds for building up the east, together 
with higher interest, lead one to expect a detennoration of 
the German position in the evaluative area of capital. 
Hans-Juergen Schmal says: “So far, the German mark has 
been a candidate for upward revaluation, but a great deal 
must be done for it to remain so. That includes a perfor- 
mance in monetary and fiscal policy that gives the impres- 
sion that the Germans are coping with their problems.” In 
the area of Government and taxation, Germany is in the 
middie ground in terms of the percentage of its gross 
national product that makes up the national debt, and in 
terms of its expenditures (on taxes and welfare payments), 
but a relative deterioration 15 to be feared, unless disman- 
thing the subsidies is a success. Heinz Schimmelbusch, 
chairman of the board of Metallgeselischaft [Metal Asso- 
ciation], interprets the great potential for resistance as 
follows: “If the silent film im the 1930's had had a lobby 
that was as strong as the lobby for agriculture today, there 
would be no talkies.” 

It 1s sobering enough that the bureaucratic red tape in 
Germany 1s, in the entrepreneurs’ view, worse than it 1s 
in some Competing Countries—to be sure, it 1s not as bad 
as in Japan, and far better than in Korea. 

In the opinion of international top managers, Germany's 
infrastructure 1s also worthy of improvement, this 1s less 
the case in transportation than in telecommunications, 
or in its offerings in terms of energy. 

Taxation and the State: Not even a Moellemann can 
easily transform such a minus into a plus, and Mr. 
Schwarz-Schilling, the Minister of the Post Office, can 
hardly deny that when it comes to a comparison of the 
competition in the areas of the fax and the telephone, the 
watchword for some time to come will be: “You have 
reached a number that 1s not in service.” 

Cagtia®: Taine Fiace ot Wiss 
Total Pounts - indie idual Evaluation of Rark (Country 

Interest ] Inflation Savings Power Assistance from 

| the Ranks 
; —_ —__—}_—__. — 

i | Japan %) TD 100 63 100 
+ - -— ——_—_—_—_— ——4—- —— 

2 Switverland M41 100 77 RA " 

’ Crermany WD &) Aa 100 7 
—_— = = + = —- 

4 1 The Netheriands 299 ~” i Pt) 6) 6? 
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Capital: Third Place at Risk (Continued) 

Rank Country Total Points Individual Evaluation of 

Interest Inflation Savings Power | Assistance from 
the Banks 

5 Beigsur. 294 73 87 72 2 

6 Ausina 26? 82 80 $4 $1 

? Denmark 247 74 92 13 67 

8 United States 225 &4 8 10 $2 

. Canada 217 6 72 19 s9 

10 France 211 75 9! 4s 0 

i Sweden 20% 62 47 33 67 

12 Spain 173 $0 $7 49 17 

13 Great Britain i64 63 64 ! w 

\4 Australia 150 S6 8 0 1s 

1$ Italy 149 46 $$ 4? 0 

16 Korea 107 0 0 91 16 

Sources DRI/McGraw-Hill, OECD, World Competitiveness Repon (IMD), and our own calculations. 

In the fifth area of evaluation of the 
WIRTSCHAFTSWOCHE analysis, a relative improve- 
ment may be expected: Image and quality of life, cultural 
diversity, and openness of the society are becoming more 
and more important advantages of location here. 

The production factor 1s hardly measurable in any objec- 
tive way, but the mood among those making the decision 
can be detected. Thus, the identifying number of national 
quality reflects the findings of a survey that is regularly 
taken by the INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR MAGAZINE 
among the banks on a regular basis. In the most recent poll, 
Germany still held third place after Switzerland and 

Japan—a sign that Germany's woes about its future have 
to be relativized on a worldwide basis. 

The same holds true for the respect accorded German 
products. In the opinion of managers, Made in Germany 
is Still a seal of quality, one that 1s surpassed in Europe 
only by Made in Switzerland. On a worldwide basis, 
Japanese goods are considered the best. 

Quality 1s enhanced when teamwork takes the place of 
the assembly line, when forethought replaces monitoring 
after the fact. German automobile managers are begin- 
ning to learn from Japan. Not even the sons of Nippon 
are super-human. 

State: Only in the Middie Ground 

Rank Country Total Pornts Individual Evaluation of 

Burden of Government Bureaucracy Infrasiructure 
Taxation Debt 

! United States ui A) 63 85 89 

2 Switzeriand 3 68 82 86 68 

3 Canada 289 64 47 a) 100 

4 Great Britain 2% $3 80 100 43 

$ Japan 275 69 $7 65 83 

6 Germany 270 $1 70 70 ” 

’ Denmark 246 16 60 "9 91 

x Korea 24) 100 97 0 44 

9 Australia 2% 71 100 32 44 

10 The Netherlands 208 29 40 58 81 

1 Ausina 197 4) 66 33 $$ 

12 France 195 35 70 27 63 

13 Sweden 169 0 7$ w” 64 

14 Spain 163 61 ‘4 28 0 
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State: Only in the Middle Ground 

Rank Country | Total Pounts Individual Evaluation of 

Burden of Government Bureaucracy Infrastructure 
Taaation Debt 

1s Beigium 187 32 0 4? 8 

16 Italy 80 $0 24 2 4 

Sources OECD. World Competitiveness Repo (IMD). and our own caiculatvons 

On the other hand, the Far East still has the most painful 
reorganization ahead of it. According to an international 
panel of managers, considerably more attention 1s paid 
to the environment in Scandinavia, Germany, Austria, 
and Switzerland than in Japan or the United States, but 
the environment is becoming the most important 
resource im international competition. 

In terms of social equality of opportunity (determined by a 
poll), and openness toward foreigners (measured against 
excessive imrmagration), the Far East lags far behind. 

Socia! conflicts are still covered up in Japan, stressful 
occurrences taken in stride: What European would want 

to nde for two hours in a train that 1s jam-packed to go 
to work, as the Japanese do, or pay high rents to live in 
the smallest space” 

Another type of narrowness will cause problems in Swit- 
.¢rland: Cartels within the economy and within society 
have cemented the structures of the Nineteenth Century. 
On the way toward Europe. collapsing in the competition 
18 built into the program. if candor 1s called for. 

But the Germans should refrain from casting too sym- 
pathetic an cye on thei smaller neighbor. In this 
country, too, there 1s a need for action. Only half of the 
economy 1s exposed to real competition, the guildhall 
mentality 1s not yet a thing of the past, and the bureau- 
cracy can hardly be stopped. 

A new breakthrough, made in Germany, 1s called for. 

Topic: Best Image 

Rans Country Total Pots Individual Evaluation of 

National Product Openness Environmental 
Qualities Quality Protection 

! Germany Mil os ” ” v4 

2 Switzerland 328 100 8s $i 9%) 

} Japan 275 97 100 4 4 

4 Ausina 260 64 Sa $i 8” 

5 The Netheriands 255 8 4s 60 72 

6 Sweden 2M 4) 46 91 

7 ( anada 2” 62 28 80 70 

8 United States 1’ % 29 60 3 

9 Denmark 2” 18 Sa S4 100 

10 Australia 213 0 29 100 a4 

T Beigium 166 46 $4 w 45 

12 Great Britain 147 65 1s w “ 

13 France 14) 77 22 10 5 

14 Italy 105 4s 1s M4 21 

1s Spain 44 w 0 14 0 

16 Korea w 0 9 0 

Sources INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR MAGAZINE. World Competitiveness Report (IMD), and our own calculations 

* FDP Claims on East Party Funds Levied 
9IGEO396B Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 24 Jul 91 p 9 

[UlInch Deupmann article: “Two Types of Standards in 

the Struggle Over the Inheritance—Free Democratic 
Party and Party of Democratic Socialism Contend for 
the Old Parties’ Property™] 

[Text] “What you inherited from your fathers, carn it to 
possess it.” At least in modified form, the FDP [Free 
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Democratic Party] champions this old proverb even 
these days. Ii concerns the inheritance of the two 
[former] GDR-bloc parties which merged with the 
western Liberals in 1990, i.e... the National Democrats 
(NDPD) and the Liberal Democrats (LDPD). Not all the 
property of these parties, related by “marrage” to the 
SED [Socialist Unity Paty of Germany], 1s dirty money, 
opines FDP treasurer Hermann-Otto Solms. In contrast 
to the CDU. which delivered the entire property of the 
bioc parties. the castern CDU [Christian Democratic 
Umon]. and the German Peasant Party (DBD) to the 
Trust Agency. the FDP 1s claiming certain parts of us 
bloc parties’ pot for the all-German party coffers. Within 
the party, FDP chief Otto Graf Lambsdorff also advised 
keeping hands off this money. Of course, he did not get 
his way. It involves the sum of “several million German 
marks” for the Free Democrats. 

One example makes clear to what money the FDP wants 
to cling. Formerly, the NDPD tned to have the GDR 
State construct a few buildings for them. But because the 
state leadership did not send workers, the NDPD 

founded its own construction business. Backed by clever 
real socialist managers, it soon acquired considerable 
assets in the firm's accounts. Out of the profit, the 
enterprise bought a piece of land in Berlin. Other party 

firms built vacation housing for their staffs. The FDP 
now asserts that, as the inheritor, it has a claim to at least 
these properties 

To decide such questions with a “yes” or “no” 1s the sob 
of the Indepe.dent Commission for the Examination of 
the Property of Parties and Mass Organizations of the 
GDR in eastern Berlin. Meanwhile 80 people are 
employed there to reveal the often concealed party 
property. According to the unification treaty, amounts in 
the billions are subsequently transferred to the Trust 
Agency, which will pump them into the buildup of the 
new laender or, in case of “acquisition under substantive 

law in the meaning of the Basic Law,” they are returned 
to the parties. The FDP. with its claims, cites this latter 
provision. But so far i 1s not even settled how “acquis:- 
won under substantive law” us to be defined. Afier 
months of hesitation, the commission ordered two 
expert opimons to be made which are to contribute to 
clarification. One of them was delivered by courer to the 
east Berlin office building last Friday, the other 1s to 
follow by the end of August 

In the commussion meeting today, Wednesday, the 
authority can finally begin its actual work. The result of 
the discussion will be of interest not only to the FDP 
which 1s worrned about “several million German marks.” 
A much larger sum 1s involved for the PDS [Party of 
Democratic Socialism]. The number of enterprises of its 
legal predecessor, the SED. surpassed those of the bloc 
parties many times over. If the commission were to agree 
on a broad interpretation of the concept “acquisition 
under substantive law.” which would give the FDP a 
pretty sum, by contrast, the PDS would be financially 
very healthy 

At least one might think that. But efforts are being made 
in the commussion, with its mostly western jurists, as in 

the Trust Agency. to harass the PDS. through broad 
application of the law, a bit more than the successor 
organizations of the GDR-bloc parties. An example for 
this 1s the Trust Agency's blocking of PDS accounts, even 
for 1s membership dues, certainly collected cleanly after 
1989. In shaping the “acquisition under substantive 
law” in accordance with the Basic Law, which consti- 
tutes legal virgin territory, there 1s always room for 
political interpretations. 

Hence, the commission 1s considering whether one must 
not treat the SED “Siate Party” differently from the 
GDR-bloc parties which merged last year with the FDP 
and CDU. Can one consider as legal the purchase of 
buildings and land from SED membership duces, when 
most members were in the party practically against their 
will, only to further their careers’? Thus, some jurists in 
the commission advocate recognizing only those as 
“party members” who are listed today in the PDS 
membership files, that 1s about 200,000, and not the 2.3 
million SED members before the turnaround. The com- 
mission calls that a “correction” of the membership 
roster. Thereby the PDS could claim only one-tenth of 
the former SED membership dues for the return of old 
property. Should this decision be made, the FDP would 
naturally have to be treated the same way. But compared 
to the PDS/SED. the extent of membership resignations 
among the Liberals remained within limits. 

Another idea of the jurists in eastern Berlin 1s to compare 
the SED membership roster with that of the large parties 
in the old FRG. With 60 millon inhabitants, the CDU 
and SPD have not quite | million members cach. So, 
based on logic. there could hardly have been 2.3 million 
pure, convinced, real socialists who voluntarily joined 
the SED. Finally. the commussion has a further argument 
with which ut could give all of the old SED property to 
the state: The old balance sheets make it clear that the 
SED cach year spent more than «t received from the 
approximately 700 milhon German marks of annual 
membership dues. In other words: Something was taken 
away from the people, im any case. 

So it could happen that, in the end, the FDP will emerge 
as the only winner from the inheritance fight. And the 
FDP treasurer, Hans-Otto Solms, would no longer have 
to wrack his brain on how to pay for construction of the 

new FDP headquarters in Berlin. Because the Liberals 
calculated badly. in Bonn, the foundation site for its new 
headquarters for the remaiming years on the Rhine has 
just been excavated 

* Eastern Firms’ Opening Balance Sheets Grim 

YIGE03674 Duesseldor! WIRTSCHAFTSUOCHI 

in German No 28, § Jul 91 pp 118-122 

{Article by Karlheinz Kucting and Joerg Pluhl “Det 
Avalanche Descends on Trust Agency, First Opening 
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Balance Sheets in German Marks Show East German 
Firms Worse Off Than Feared” } 

[Text] The dimension of the economic horror im castern 
Germany has so far been mainly apparent in stcadily 
rising unemployment figures. These will take another 
huge leap after 1) June 1991. especially in the metal 
industry, when the regulations on protection against 
layoffs lapse. 

To hand now are the first German mark [DM] opening 
balance sheets of firms in the new states. The results are 
sobering in several respects. The first balance sheets 
confirm that asset valucs had been considerably over- 
valued and debts just as considerably undervalued. The 
need for enormous downward corrections 1s exemplified 
by the following: 

In GDR accounting. assets were upvalued at regular 
intervals by means of fixed conversion factors and 
written off after a far too lengthy useful lives. Due to the 
shortage of foreign exchange. the value of imported plant 
was additionally inflated by large import surcharges. The 
balance sheets consequently failed to reflect the actual 
asset situation. 

When considered from economic aspects, valuation does 
not yield any better result either. As the markets have 
collapsed, and many products are technically obsolete, 
much of the excessive stocks dating back to the times of 
shortage cannot now be utilized 

According to federal German law. precautionary 

reserves are set up in balance sheets to deal with possible 

habilities and potential losses. Such headings were 
unknown in socialist accounting, so that here too there 1s 
a substantial backlog. Firms thus have far more debts 
than have hitherto been shown in the balance sheets 

That holds true even more since other new items must be 
added to the reserves to be additionally provided These 
are related to the economic revolution. On the one hand, 
losses are duc to suspended transactions with East Euro- 
pean and also Western partners. Contracts concluded in 
the era of the planned economy are still im force. and 
their fulfillment means detiveries at below cost prices 

Al the same time if 1s Yecessary to set Up reserves in 
consideration of old oo'igations. This applies to most 
east German firms. We do not even have to go all the 
way to Bitterfeld to find polluted industrial sites or work 
places threatened by asbestos. Future spending on reha- 
bilitation must be taken into account on the habilities 
side of the balarce sheet 

Another problem 1s that of the transfer of old obliga- 
tions. In former times, East German firms were able to 
only a limited extent to decide their own capitalization 
Many. therefore, now complain about excessive debt 
burdens. Stull outstanding 1s a decision on the general 
transfer to the Trust Agency of old obligations as well as 
the interest accrued to date 

GERMANY is 

We may arrive al preliminary conclusions on the basis of 

the opening balance sheets to hand. It 1s quite obvious 
that st wall not be possible to realize to the hoped-for 
extent the systematic arrangement of capital resource 

equalization among the former state enterprises, as pro- 
vided for mm the conception of the DM Balance Sheet 
Law. This law was meant to equalize the accounting 
overindebtedness of many cast German firms thal was 
duc to the devaluation of assets and excessive Cebts 

In practice equalization was to be achieved by the 

redistribution of capital resources. Enterprises with too 

large finance resources were to relinquish them in the 
form of habilities included in thew opening balance 
sheets. Firms disads antaged by undercapital:zation were 

to be awarded appropratc claims on the respective 

parent corporation. The Trust Agency was to be the 
ultumate debtor. The legislator had hoped that clams 
and obligations at the various levels of the interlocked 
east German economy would balance one another. That, 
however, 1s not the case. Firms are generally undercapi- 
talized. It follows that the large majority of enterprises 
must show cqualization claims in order to prevent 

accounting overindebiedness and the ensuing threat of 
bankruptcy. Consequently hardly any firm shows equal- 
ization obligations, and the concept of capital resource 

equalization becomes void 

Birgit Breuel, Trust Agency president, concludes that she 
must expect extensive additional financial obligations. 
The agency 1s ultimately responsible for the equalization 
claims of the firms. True, it 1s not legally so obligated. 
However, for political reasons the Trust Agency will 
often accept equalization claims by firms, even though— 
from a business standpoint—their regenerative capacity 
isin doubt 

The Berlin agency was originally designed to accomplish 
privatization. It +s mcreasingly having to carry oul a 
politically compelled task of rehabilitation—manager 
Breuel 1s turning into the administrator of ond obhga- 
tions. The pressure on the Trust Agency will grow even 
further, the more information becomes public knowl- 
edge. The few raisins in the very meager Trust Agency 
cake have already been handed out. 11 1s therefore harder 
and harder to find investors for the remaiming firms— 
investors ready to accept the ofien great risk involved in 
rehabilitation efforts that may well have an indetermi- 

nate time frame also 

The grim results of the first DM opening balance sheets 
clearly show that the Trust Agency 1s having to cope with 
a long and hard task that 1s assuming immense dimen- 
sions in terms of time and money. such as the politicians 

had not foreseen 

Since rehabilitation 1s moving more and more to the 
foreground and privatization getting increasingly diffi- 
cult, the Trust Agency 1s turning into a giant industrial 
holding corporation. compelling the state—with a 
national economy onented in principle to market 

forces—to accept entreprencurial responsibility for some 
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considerable time to come The cost involved in rehabuil- 
ttation will long remain incalculable. As we anticipated 
1S months ago already. they are likely to amount to 
hundreds of billions 

Stull, quite a long time will pass until concrete figures are 
at last available. Due to the difficulties capernenced in 
the conversion of the accounting system (another factor 
considerably underestimated by the jegisiation), disclo- 
sure dates have been extended to 3! July 199! 

Smail firms are even allowed to postpone disclosure until 
31 October 1991. The Trust Agencys’s overall opening 
balance sheet on the situation of the formerly state- 
owned enterprises only necds to be available by 31 May 
1992. We wall have to wait until then for a general survey 
of the cast Germany economy 

Al the same tome we need to remember that the eviden- 
tial value of these statements 1s rendered dubious by 
vanous factors. To begin with they include several 
special headings by which the legislature attempted to 
take into account special features with regard to business 
law. These arose upon the transfer of the former state 
economy to private joint-stock companies. Factors hith- 
erto unknown, such as equalization claims on and obl- 
gations to the Trust Agency, must be taken into consid- 
eration in the form of special accounts and special 
reserves. In view of the dissimilar framework conditions. 
it was possible to only a very limited extent to refer to 
earlier conversion laws, such as the 1949 Ralance Sheet 
Law consequent upon the currency reform, or those of 
1959 resulting from the currency conversion in the 
Saarland 

Moreover. the opening balance sheets represent only half 
truths, because they merely provide some insight in the 
asset situation and financial resources at the date of the 
balance sheet. They tell us nothing about the develop- 
ment of the various firms since then. The truce extent of 
the economic decline will therefore become evident only. 
when the first published profit and loss accounts reflect 
the actual earnings situation 

Once again, though, the DM Balance-Sheet Law p o- 
vides for an extension of the due date for their compila- 
tion. The first trading year may be extended to 18 
months. In most cases we cannot expect the first com- 
plete reports until mid-1 992. 

[Box, p 120} 

Drawing lp the Balance Sheet: Many Special Items; 
Suggested Structure of a DM Opening Balance Sheet 

for East German Firms 

Assets Liabelites 

A Ovistanding deposits A Caprial Resources 

B Special tems as per Artcte 3) —Subscnbed capital 

——4 apital reserves 
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— Intangrte asects —Special reserves 

— Phen al avert —Prebmonary profit reserves 

—Frnancsal 7 vacts —4 mher profil reserves 

D ( errent asects | 7 B® Reserves 

—acks ( OU=igshom 

4 leer 4 igatom = anwng = from 

—4 lees arreng trom —t guahization obigatioms 
Cqualisatvon otlgations 

—Equahzanon claus 7 D Accountong apporsonment 

—Securtees cash : — 

t ( apetal depreciation account 

+ Hobdeng depres ation account 

( Speceal low accownt arneng 
from formation of special 

reserve 

H Accounting apportonmrat 

stems 

The balance sheet stems printed in bold were created specially for the 
converwon of cast Crerman firms to west German accounting © 

* Regional Economic Impact of Base Closings 

GVIGEOIR1A Duesseldort WIRTSCHAFTSWOCHE 

in German No 30, 19 Jul 91 pp 30-35 

[Harald Schumacher article: “Structural Crisis Instead of 
Hoped-for Peace Dividend, Overburdened Federal 
Budget Will Need Bilhons™| 

[Text] Sobernherm, Summer 1991—Wilma Casel, hotel 
owner, cancels the enlargement project of her establish- 
ment, Peter Bruessel, gas station owner, will not build a 
new car wash costing $00,000 German marks [DM], and 
Juregen Paschek. manager of the Nahe department store, 
can see “an enormous loss of sales potential” 

approaching 

Sobernheim. a sicepy little town of 7,000 inhabitants in 
the center of the Rhineland-Palatinaic, will lose about 
1,900 jobs over the next few years. The Bundeswehr 1s 
planning to remove its 35th Fighter-Bomber Wing from 
nearby Pferdsfcid and to close the air base. Fifteen years 
ago four villages had been resettled to make room for 
building the base 

Citizens protesting the nore made by the Phantom 
aircraft had succeeded in stopping a further expansion of 
the air base. Now 1.300 military and 600 civilian per- 
sonnel must either be transferred to a new location or go 
looking for yobs. According to the Koblenz RHEIN- 
ZEITUNG, the region is threatened with “economic 
clear-cutting.” A new citizens’ imitiative has been 
founded, its name indicates its program “Pro-Ai Base.” 

Sobernheim 1s just one example The Bundeswehr plans 
to reduce im size many of the present 688 posts in 
western Germany and to eliminate 213 altogether. At the 
same time. many foreign troops are leaving German 
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termiory—Amencans, French. Britssh, Dutch. Belgians. 

and Canadians. The cconomuec impacts of disarmament 
are beginning to manifest themscives in Germany 
Instead of the long hoped-for peace dividend. the 
ardently desired detente presents the economy with a 
new cress sector the military 

The radical change im this arca compicicly keeps pace 
with the structural crises which Federal and lacnder 
governments have been doctoring with billons of 
German marks over several decades. Shipyards. during 
ther best tomes on the carly 1960's, employed 95 ,000— 
now only 36.000. In the bituminous coal muincs. the 
number of workers shrank from 607,000 im 1957 to 
130,000. Of 1974"s 345,000 jobs in the steel industry. 
only 175,000 remain. The most dramatic loss occurred 
in the agricultural sector, from almost 2.1 million jobs to 
the current 263,000 in a mere two decades 

Compared to these losses. the reduction in military. 
dependent jobs over the neat 10 years will develop into 
a medium-sized catastrophe 

Disarmament capert Christian Wellmann of Kuicl's 
Proyect Team Peace Sciences calculates that m 1984 
about 1.3 muillron jobs in the old Federal Republic were 
dependent on military bases and arms production They 
broke down as follows 

¢ 37 percent for military Bundeswehr personne! 
¢ 23 percent for Bundeswehr civilhan personne! and 

foreign troops in the old Federal territory and in 
Berlin 

¢ 23 percent for companies providing civil require- 
ments and construction for the Bundewwehr and 
foreign troops, foreign military personne! and their 
dependents 

¢ 15 percent for the arms industry 

Wellmann estimates that in 1990. about 1.2 million jobs 
of the 1.3 milhon were still in cxsstence. He considers a 
$0-percent reduction in this yob volume by the end of the 
1990's to be a “realistic possibility.” 

As 1s the case for structural changes in other areas. the 
new military order impacts the lacnder and regions in 
different ways. 

The most massive withdrawal of foreign troops. the 
deactivation of Soviet bases in castern Germany. has a 
relatively small impact. Total spending by the 426,000 
soldiers, their 210,000 dependents, and by their own 
civil servants amounted to about DM4 to DMS billion 
annually. Only about 2,000 German civil service poss 
tions were lost. The major problem in the new laender, 
where the Soviet Armed Forces had confiscated about 
one-eighth of the total territory, 1s probably the rehabil- 
tiation of the polluted and destroyed lanscape 
Bundeswehr reduction in western Germany by another 
100,000 military and about 20,000 civilhan personne! 
has a much greater impact on the economy. The same rs 
true of the partial exit of the six NATO partners from 
Germany 
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armed forces tor 1995.99 
Spreng 1990 
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Al the present time, about 400,000 foreign military 
personne! and an cqual number of their dependents are 
leveng em the Federal Republic, as well as $0000 foreign 
civil servants. When. as cxapected, these 890,000 Amer- 
scans, Brith, Frenchmen, Belgians, Canadians, and 
Dutch will be reduced in number by about one-third, 
they will remove an estimated DM20 bilhon m pur- 
chasing power and investment activity from the area of 
them bases. In addition, 11 1s hkely that about two-thirds 
of those roughly 250,000 German employees will lose 
then jobs who are civilian employees of the NATO 
military or whose jobs indirectly depend upon military 
supply and contracts 

Many regional structural problems could be prevented or 
amehorated if the troop reductions would be approached 
as an overall entity and if some reasonable principles 
were taken into consideration, for imstance, to move 
widrers out of big cites, where space 1s al a premeum., 
but to let the barracks remain im rural areas, wha h are 
dependent upon the military as an employer 

However, no such overall approach 1s vn evidence. When 
foreign military personnel are to be removed from a 
base. the communities concerned are not informed until 
a few months prior to the fact. Also, Federal Finance 
Minister Theo Waige! omly approved last June the sale. 
at preferential prices, of military real estate reverting to 

the Federal Treasury administration to financially hard 
hit communities after public pressure was apphed for a 
number of weeks bh» Federal Construction Minister Irm- 
gard Adam-Schwacirer and Minister for Economics 
Jurgen W. Moeliemann. Neither the NATO partners asa 
group nor the Bundeswehr leadership and the foreign 
military forces are coordinating their base closing deci- 
sions. Federal Defense Minister Gerhard Stoltenberg 
goes so far as to refuse in front of the Bundestag to 
“consider the soldiers as any kind of cconomic factor.” 

It +s true that the Bundeswehr high command granted 
consultations to the laender governments prior to and 
after the publication of its retrechment concept. Cra- 
crously it extended the period for politicians’ comments 
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until the end of July Nevertheless. people lke Mayor 
General Roland Oppermann. commander of Detense 
Arca IV. which includes the lacnder of Hesse, Rhone- 
land-Palatinate, and Saarland. knew the result in 
advance. “These talks will do nothing to change the 
tension between the military and structural policy 
aspects.” The regional politwians continuc to take 
orders. The planners at the Hardthoche hide behind 
Strategic considerations which they neither cxplain nor 
wish to see questioned 

Whether or not regronal political wishes will be given 
consideration in the final Bundeswehr concept which 1s to 
be released in August, 1s left entirely up to the military At 
best. local patriots like Alor Glueck. bead of the CSU 

[Christian Social Unson] political group im the Landtag. 
can rejoice that “im comparison with other lacnider. 

Bavaria got a good deal” Mainz Minister-President 
Rudolf Scharping demands in vain that “the politicians 
determine the objectives, not the military” The SPD 
[Social Democratic Party of Germany| politician says that 
Stoltenberg gives the impression of “taking hrs orders from 
the military “ However. he continues. the Federation must 
“finally accept the fact that people and jobs are more 
important than pusillanimous military interests © 

Erwin Teufel, the Christian Democratic head of govern. 
ment in Baden-Wurttemberg, 1s another man who con- 
siders some parts of the Hardthoche reduction plans to be 
“unjustifiable” The Hanover-Hildeshorm Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, which had produced a well- 
substantiated position containing a list of priorities for the 
base conversions for “Bundeswehr bases to be man. 
tained™ in Lower Saxony. finds that the Stoltenberg con- 
cept “gives insufficrent consideration to regional economic 
requirements.” The complaints are likely to fall on deaf 
ears. The military's arbitrariness carries the day 

Table 2. Bundeswehr Eastward Shift Force Stationing 
in Spring 1990 Compared With Planned Status in | ate 
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In Rhincland-Palatinate. with the impending departure 
of 15.000 French and 20.000-30.000 LS) miluary per- 

sonnel the Bundeswehr too rs wickding the reduction ax 
In the littl western Palatinate town of Zwerbruccken 
(36.000 mnhabitants) for instance. not only will 7.000 
American soldiers (including dependents) depart over 
the next few years, costing WH) Germans thei jos In 

addition. the Bundeswehr garrison too 1s to be reduced 
by 1.000 military and $7 civihan personnel As the 

Hardthoche puts i. thes 1s “a military requirement The 
cconomic consequences are cas, to calculate As recently 

as 1989. about one-fifth of the entire Rhincland. 

Palatinate construction business was devoted to military 
projects. Werner Hanhart. executive director of the 
Rhincland-Palatinate Construction Industry Land Asso- 

cation, blames the cancellation of DM6S0 aullon of 

capital capenditures im 1990 on “hase closings which 
have already been decided. as well as uncertainties on 
the tate of the remamuing military instaliations © 

Planning for Bavaria makes just as little sense. though 
the land government bears part of the blame tor 
Seventy percent of Bundeswehr reductions intended 
there impact the relatively poorly structured arcas of 

Lower Bavana and Upper Palatinate The congested 
area of Munich. of all places. remains largely untouched 
thanks to the intervention by Moinister-Presdent Man 
Strerbl. The Upper Palatinate CSL capressed “great 
disappomtiment and bitterness” over the tact that the 
forthcoming Bavarinan Bundeswehr high Command wi! 
not be located m Regensburg. bul rather im the land 
capital 

A semilar situation prevails in Schleswig-Holstcmn Here 
the quondam Kicl Minister President Stoltenberg ns 
removing about 22.500 Bundeswehr military and §000) 
cwrhan personne! from the 1990 strength In places 

which are structurally disadvantaged cven now— 
Husum. Eckernfoerde Flensburg and Necustadt—the 
garrisons are being reduced by up to #1 percent In 

structurally affluent regions such as the areca surrounding 
Hamburg, also know as the “fat belt” the mulitary 
presence will even be mncreased in some cases 

In Baden-Wuertiemberg too. two bases exerting parti 
ular dependence upon the military are to be closed In 

Newhausen ob Eck. for mstance. the departure of the 
garrison tantamount to the loss of the biggest 

employer Out of the 3400 mphabrtants. 210 crvrhans are 
emploved by the Bundeswehr In Bad Mergentherm 
(12.600 mhabiiants), S00 people will porn the ranks of 

the unemploved from one day to the neat 

Land and municipal politicians trom Koecl to € onstance 
are presentl, lobbying those responsible in Bonn » 

defense ministry to prevent the worst from happening 
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But the minesicr-presedents and the mayors realize that 
Stoltenberg well stick to hes lest of prioritics—and that 
the foreign torces too will give conmudecration to local 
desires only if they are compatible with ther untathom. 

able stratcgs 

The second part of the argument 1s therefore being hot!s 
debated What sor of compensation 1s available tor the 

many regrons besct by cnormous losses im pots and 

purchasing powcr’ 

Already last year the governing SPD in Marnz demanded 
“equal support for military dependent regrons and ther 
transformation as was previously given to mening 
industry regrons ~ The Social Democrats came up with a 
figure of DMS0O0 millon annually for 10 years The 
DMS bilhon request for just Rhincland-Palatinatc «ill 
be followed by specif demands from other lacnder 
They agree on one thing The Federation must help with 
regional support funds For cxampic the planning com. 
mitice of the Mutual Tash Force tor the Improvement of 
the Regional Economix Structure. chaired by Federal 
Econom Muenester Moctiemann. last Junc introduced 
legislation for a special program of that nature— «ith the 

remark that after all. heip was also provided “in the past 

to the mining and shipbuilding regions © 

Even if its save os vet to be dete: nened. a new trough of 
subvidies worth Dillons  ceram to be estabinhed 
However, = does not seem to fit mte the political 
landscape Im fact. suledies are to be reduced there ms no 

margin tor additional capenditures in the overburdened 
Federal Budget and subidies for new regions arc pos 
sible only of Bonn cxceeds the EC decreed tyme tor 
repronal support in Ceermany of if moncy m withdrawn 

from other structurally dnadvantaged Greenman regions 

(ine other posssbelity. that of scif-heip. im certamly not 

being ignored om lacnder and communitics Rhincland 
Palatinate has scen the biggest activity so far mm thes 
respect Lieberal Moenester for Economies Ramer Brucd 
erle has already announced successes om attracting 

industry in Zwerhruccken. the Mannesmann Demag 

machinery comstrucition company ell provide WH) to 

1) pom In Weebeisherm Rhine-Hunsrucct District 
which unt! mow has been largel) dependent upon 
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(eerman and Amerncan bases. about 100 people will 
shortly. be bottling Pepsi-Cola 

The Marnz Instandsctzungsbctriche GmbH (MIP) 
[Marz Repaw Works Inc | are developing into a show- 
place enterprise for industrial conversion im Rhincland- 
Palatunate Truc. the plant. whech had mm the past been 
proncepally workeng for the | So Army—cespecually as a 
repair shop tor armored schicies—has already had to lay 
off many of ther ongmnal 5.600 employees. However, 
MIP plans to provide a civthan employment future for 
about 3.200) workers—possibly om contamer construc- 
on enseronmental technology and utulity vehacle recy- 
chong For the Deutsche Bank AG. MIP has converted 
buses unto rolling branch offices for the new laender 

However, ecflorts by the land politicians to micrest 
private enterprise such as the Frankfurt Airpon C orpo- 
raven or the Lufthansa AG om civehan use of the big 
Hahn auhase on Hunsrucckh have to date been unsuc- 
cesstul The Sees Porgnos Research Institute has pro- 

vided the Mainz people with an capert report im which it 
recommends that. after the departure of the US. Aw 
Force. Hahn be converted ito a freight airpon with 
trewht traffh distnibutron pots 

If at the last moment the regronal coonome structures. 
and thus. crvehan tactors. still fail to be made a factor im 
the removal of Crerman and foreign troops. disarmament 
will create poverty zones on which bilhons will have to 

be wpent for several decades to rehatlitate them How- 
ever capenence to date with regronal subsidies indicates 
that cven cnormous and long-teom financial suppor is 
hardly atic to shrink the distance between the laggard 
regroms and the others Cince a gap has been established, 

it often defies closing 

That 1s what the Sohernherm people are worned about 
too Destrct Prewdent Walter Zuber speculates that the 
aut base Could well serve as a cromenal detention center 
The owner of a teatele mell asks whether om that case he 
showld sell striped sherts 

There 1 no way of gettiong around for the time being, 
thongs look grom for the littl town on the Nahe—ceven 
for the semor Pterdsteld-Echweier soccer team Once 
the solders have gone only five of the cleven team 
members will the left to play 
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Ministers Discuss Albanian Refugee Situation 

4l 1408093691 Rome ANSA in Enelish 0836 GMT 
14 Aug 9! 

[Text] Rome, 13 August (ANSA}—Itahan authorities 
will be secking to involve thei European partners in 
dealing with future waves of migrants from the forme: 
Eastern bloc, Internor Minister Vincenzo Scott: said 
Tuesday [13 August} 

In a speech to the Lower House and Senate Foreign and 
Constitutional Affairs Commutices, Scott: gave an 
account of the handling of last week's influx of some 
17.000 Athamans. and of the operations to repatrate the 
would-Ne immigrants 

About 20) Albanians are still holed up in Ban soccer 
Stadium. refusing to be repatriated “What remains 1s the 
most difficult and the most dangcrous ieftovers. made up 
of armed refugees.” Scott: told the committees 

The emergency. the minister sand. “was not one for 
military poloe ut was a chowe that Italy had to make. 
which was to take Albama’s problems upon itself, a 
chore towards which thes community must develop a 
greater sensitivity ~ 

For the mieror minister, providing food aid and all 
support necessary to gct Albania’s ailing and out-dated 
industry back on its feet 1s essential if the kind of unrest 
that sparked the cxodus «= to be avonded Accords 
reached with Albania. to be signed in the next few days 
when Scott: visits Tirana, include one to st up aid 
distribution centres in the Albanian ports of Durres and 
Viore, and another for policing of the southern Adnatx 
by Itahan naval vessels 

Foreygn Minister Gianm de Michels, om the Albaman 
capital Monday [12 August], pledged 70 millon dollars 
to feed the country of three milhon people between 
September and November. credits totalling some 23 
millon dollars for revamping industry. and almost 4 
millon dollars for books and equipment to allow Alba- 
man schools to reopen for the neat scholasin year Aid 
worth 7.7 millon lire 1s already being distributed 

The problem must be dealt with, however, he sand. 
within a European contest “It 1s impossbic that Europe 
should take an imterest in the Eastern countries with 
paying any attention to the dramatic situation in Alba- 
ma.” [sentence as received] 

Scott: praned the way that the security forces had 
handled the crisis 

Also present for Tuesday [13 August] afternoon's mect- 
ings with the committees were Immigration Minister 
Margherita Boniver and Foreign Undersecretary 
Claudio Vitalonce, both of whom accompanied head of 
Mate Francesco Cossga on a lightning visit to Tirana 
during the day 

According to boniver, the repatnation operation “did 
not work to perfection.” but she praised the conceried 
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way in which different minisines worked to coordinatc 
the massive task. In the light of these events, she sand. 
Italy's new law on ummugration should be reviewed 

The Immigration Ministry. created recently. must be 
given wider ranging policy-making and administrative 
powers to deal with emergencies of thes kind, she sand. 
adding that huge refugee welcome and sorting centres 
where adequate care could be taken of would-be imm:- 

grants were needed near mayor border posts and ports 

Vitalone pointed out that the latest wave of Albanians to 

hit Itahan shores was “no longer (prompted by) political 
persecution, but by poverty. the desire to find work. the 
hope of a better life.” but defended Italy's decision to 
send them home immediately as the only one possibic 

"Die Hards’ To Be Relocated 

40 1408070891 Paris AFP in English 0352 GMI 
14 Aue Vl 

[Text] Bar, Italy, Aug 14 (AFP)}—The Itahan Govern- 
ment has decided to transfer several hundred Albanian 
“die-hards.” who had refused efforts to repatrate them. 
from this southern port to northern Italy. police said here 
carly Wednesday [14 August] 

The transfer operatrons under tight security started on 
Quay §) of the port where 218 of the would-be imm:- 
grants were put on buses gorng to Milan and Genoa. the 
pohoe sand The evacuation of the sports stadium. where 
hundreds more are dug im, had not yet begun carly 
Wednesday 

ltahan poloe chief Vincenzo Paris: sand that the Alba- 
mans were staying im Htaly. “They are going to joi 
different provinces and the local police authorities will 
evaluate the application of the Martell law.” he added 
The Martell: law states that only emmigrants with valid 
work contracts can stay im the country 

The “die-hards”. who had rebuffed all efforts to send 
them home to Albans. had declared that they would 
“prefer to dee rather than return” home. a source here 

sand 

The decision to clear the Barn areca of the Albanians was 
taken by Itahan authorities because of deplorabic 

hygrene conditions that carsted, and which could have 
caused the spread of epidemics, according to uncon- 
firmed information received by AFP 

More than 17.000 Albamans have already been repatr- 
ated after flocking to southern Itahan ports last week to 
escape cconomin hardship in then homeland 

The several hundred Albanians dug in around the sports 
stadium clashed with pole late Tuesday in a bid to 
break through barners. The police finally managed to 
restore order after the Albamans hurled discuses and 
weights at the security forces 

Meanwhile, Itahan Intenor Minister Vincenzo Scott 

announced Tucsday that he will visit the Albaman 
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capital Tirana om the ncat few days to sign an agreement 
“on cooperation m security matters.” 

Some Agree To Leave 

4 1408105391 Rome ANSA on English 1004 GMT 
14 ine ¥! 

[Text] (ANSA) Ban, August 13—The gift packet put 
together to convince Albamans holed up im the Ban 
stadium to allow themselves to be repatnated consists of 
a paw of shoes. trousers, a shirt, two sandwoches, onc 
pack of cogaretics, a bottle of water, and a $0,000 lire 
banknote (around 38 dollars). Scores of refugees 
Tuesday agreed to accept the packets and put an end to 
their standoff at the stadium, knowing full well 1 meant 
berng sent back to Albania. 

Police decsdid to give the packets to individuals away 
from the group as a whole, and little by little the tactic 
worked as Albanians crossed over police lines and agreed 
to board buses that would take them to departure points 

along the Itahan coast. Tuesday afiernoon $3 members 
of the Albanian army also yielded to the carrot approach 

to repatriation 

However, some die-hards refused to give in. One Alba- 
man man sas that he had worked for 25 years and thai 
his datly wages allowed him only to buy four small preces 
of bread for himself and his family 

* Prospects for Professional Army Discussed 

VIE SOOO 74 Rome LA REPUBBLICA im ltahan 
21-22 Jul 91 p 1 

[Article by Marco Ruffolo: “Professional Fighting Forces 
Wanted”) 

[Text] How many cold showers rain down from those 
Umberian offices im via XX Settembre where the 
defense chief of staff 1s permanently mobilized on the 
subject of the Great Reform’ How many dreams were 
lost on a few clever phrases’ To have an army of profes- 
sionals who in a single stroke raise our Armed Forces to 
the qualitative level of our allres—making 1 possible to 
discharge thousands of young draftees—1s a desire that 
quickly becomes reality m the collective mmagination. 
Yet, for the dream to become real, 1 takes at least four 
years of traning, 9 triton lire more per year compared 
with present available funds, a law that would provide 
meentives to attract professionals, a unified military 
command 

This defensive position of the chiefs of staff has a precise 
reason. The generals fear that demobilization of con- 
scripts and reduction im length of service would take 
place. for politecal reasons or lack of funds, before all the 
consequences of the action were sufficiently considered 
The possibility that the government would decide to 
reduce the number of brigades by about half and trans- 
form some into reserve units, without first making sure 
volunteers would enlist, evokes habits sadly well known 
im Our country. And the fear of the high officials 1s not 
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costs too much. For every lira spent to 
draftec, five lire will have to be spent for the profes- 
sonal. Regarding the numerical rclaionship between 
the two contungents,” Corcrone continued, “it will be 
volunteer for cach 2.5 draftees.” In other words, on 

2 projects 
Republicans. the PSI [Itahan Socialist Party] members, 

Within thes framework, there is a broad range of opera- 
tional solutronms from which to choose. Some have more 
possibilities than others. Putting them together prece by 
piece there emerges a plausible defensive picture, even 
though [the information] 1s still based on leaks. 

A first part of the mosaic can be definitively identified: 
There now seems to be agreement that the volunteers 
will be the first to act in case of a conflict. The order will 
be: “ummediate reaction.” One eye on the fatherland and 
the other on the United Nations and NATO. That is to 
say that these chosen troops of professionals will have to 
guard two fronts: the domestic front against possible 

papper anatomy 
one Itahan. one multinational 

The Northeastern front 

ao eee op Cay Se eee 

be permanently deployed on the national borders to 
cover the northeastern front (less dangerous but never- 
theless important), and to guard the peninsular and 
meular territory. But all would be ready to jon foreign 
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mulitary unets on the “emmediate reactvon forces” being 

cMtabiished within NATO. Four brigades will partic- 
pate. The fifth well be reserved for the Atlant Alhance 
Motule Forces (AMF). They will be units of drssuawon 
whach, mm case of threatened an allied 

artilleryman, 5 cement a Rambo-style paratrooper 
Yes, but then what’? What will the employment office do 
with a military certificate” 

This solution is anything but casy from the political 
point of view mainly because in this way political power 
1s destined to lose a large part of its contractual power, 
depriving itself of a nich reserve of possible job recom. 
mendations and employment 
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That's mght. aggressson. Thes pects ws hack to the emetsal 
hypotheses of a sudden attack on our country. The 

40,000 volunteers are not asked only to react smmed:- 
ately. bul they are also asked to stand alone untel a force 
of Comscripts 6 sent to thew and. Thess 6s supposeng that 
thes Comtengent well {2 available om full force. Thess = a 
current controverual pout of reform. How many br- 

gadcs will be formed by young comscrpts” And above all. 
will « be powiblc to mamtam some of them as a 
permancnt force and hold others on alert at home. 
motulizing them only m caw of war’ The sca of 
mtiroducing military motukzation to Ita.y. too. dars not 
arise by chance. Princypally among politicians. there are 

many who bebeve that by keting cotire battahons 

“sleep.” and sending some of the youth back to thew 
famulecs. the Army could save a comuderatdc ammount of 
money. thus lherateng resources for mmvesiments and to 
pay volunteers 

On paper the proposal «s very wemple The volunteers 
must held firm for a pernod between W) days and three 
months. the tome necessary to activate the scoond phase 
force’ 10 brigades with half of thew operational capacity 
Half on the sense that cach of them has two hattahoms on 
alert and two “asleep.” to be motulized if needed 

In the succeeding three months. if the conflict comtenucs. 
a therd force will be motulzed four brigades which. 
however, at the moment of attack still do not cart. Or 
better, they cart only om terms of thew weapons ehech 

are carefully kept om boxes on warchouses 

The cheef of staff of the Array has more than one dow 
concerning the real powsblity of mobilizing all these 

forces om the prescribed tome, especially of the gowern- 
ment and Parhament yield to the temptation to reduce 
the duration of mulstary service The generals calculate 
that cach month bess reduces the operational and con- 
script force by one quarter And they warn the potrtical 
powers that cight months rs the minimum time necessary 
for trarning Finally, they expla that the capected 
savings with the sdca of motuhization are small after all 
barely 24 tulhon bere per brigade, destined on the other 
hand to h« comsumed by the cost of lack of marmtenance 
of equipmen' and armament left in warchouses om moth- 
halls 

To have spoken only of the Army docs not mean that the 
other two armed forces will be excleded from thr 
Strategn design. cven though many of its pownts are still 
controverwal It merely means to throw hight where the 
weaknesses of the reorganization are feli more than mm 
other places. Bul of 1 obvious that mm order to achieve 
reforms, unity of actron with the Navy and the Arr Force 
must be still closer: And the chief of siaff of defense, who 
now 1s limited to coordinating and mediating among th 
forces, should soon assume the sole military gurdance of 

the nation He and he alone would answer to the moenrster 
and the govcrament 
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Secialists, Democrats Sign ‘Convergence’ Pact 

PUMGROR 10°91 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
im Portuguese 3 Aug ¥i p 4 

[Unatinbuted report “Socialest Party and Portugucse 
Democratx Movement Sign Agreement for Mediwum- 
Term Convergence] 

[Text] Vesterday the PSP [Portugucse Socialest Party} and 
the MDP/CDE [Portugucse Democrat Movement 
Democratx Electoral Commutice] signed a national poli- 
al agreement for the neal legrslative clectioms. a platform 
whech, however, pots toward a medwm-term oc aver- 
gcmr 

Under thes agreement. through which the MDPC DE 
Gecuded to call tor voteng for the PSP. the Socsalests 
promise to make room for the party led by Jose Manuc! 
Tengarnmha to take part om the clecthon campaign pre- 
coding the 6 October legrslatiwe clectioms, with cach 
party taking “full responsibelity for rts contrebutron ~ 

Al the same tome. an emterparty commutice has also been 
s¢t up to monitor the clectoral process. It 1s a body which 
will operate alongside the PSP CTE [expansion 
unknown] and s to extend its activity beyond the 

legislative clectroms, with encreased dialoguc within the 
Portuguese Left as its reference pornt 

Sampaio “bt orvard-| coking Reunion” 

Jorge Sampaio. who attended the ceremony accompa- 
med by Jose Manuel Tengarrinha and Helena ( ndade 
Moura, took the opportunity to recall the different 
courses followed by the two parties after 25 April 1974. 
but stressed that the signing of the agreement marked “a 
forward-looking reunion 

In the PSP secretary general's opimon. the agreement 
reached represents a bend of reunion of a left-wing family 
of which “very fruitfal results” are expected 

For hes part, Selverra Ramos of the MDPC DE —one of the 
signatones of the agreement, together with Ferro Rod- 
rgues—<ciplained the agreement formalized at the Largo 
do Rato [PSP headquarters) yesterday by referring to “the 
growing harmony” which the two parties have registered in 
them respective political analyses and which also involves 
greater closeness in proposals and platforms 

( envergence of Actions and Strategies 

“The changes mm the Lefi im Portugal and in the world 
require.” he stressed. “the rethinking of the Lefi's 
responses, stances, and collective thinking” “The neat 
step.” he added. “will be the medium-term convergence 
of actions and strategies © 

Cavace Silva Rules Out Coalition With CDS 

PW1 P0815 8691 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
mn Portuguese ¥ Ange 91 p 3 

[U natiributed report: “Cavaco Will Deny Freitas Post om 
Government” | 

PORTUGAL ba 

[Excerpt] Cavaco Silva stated yesterday that recent avcr- 
voms t Fresas do Amaral that there has been an crea 
m taxatlon over coc past ice years are entownded. and 
resected the hypothes:s of governing wath the current (DS 
[Secsal Democrata Center Party] leader 

The preme muenestcr mamntamned that m © “wntruc that 
there has been an mcrcas m taxateon over the pawl four 

vears.” and made a pout of cmphasreng that what 
happened was “precescly the reverse ~ 

After recallng the support which. “ocomtrary to many 
people's opmmeoms.” he gave to Frevtas do Amaral and the 
successive Statements attacking the PSD) [Social Demo- 
cratec Party] government and agrecrng with the Socil- 
mts, Cavaco Selva sad that he well mot agree to mclode 
the current CDS chairman im the government 

“IT am well aware that they are avsertvoms made im the 
heat of the clectoral struggic. but | cannot help saying 
that they are shocking hes.” he remarked 

With respect to Frevtas do Amaral’s assertvon that taves 
will be increased if the PSD holds a majority agam 
(Cavaco Silva took the view that thes ms “an erresponwtle 

assertion” whech could only be made “out of dema- 
pogucry or desperation ~ 

CDS Explains 

For sts part, the CDS. replying to C av aco Selva. awerted 
yesterday that «t deems ot “iresponsitc” that the prime 
minister “1s systematically conceateong the tact that Por. 

tugal «s obhged to submit mm Brussels fy the end of 
October a sound antiinflaionary plan” resulting from a 
Community demand which “reflects the tarlure to umple- 
ment the Cavaco Silva government's program ~ 

The CDS adds mm a communigue that 1 1s not powible to 
combat inflation without reducing the state budget deficit 

Thes fact. the CDS states, “poses a clear dilemma— 
either to reduce public expenditure of to mores < taves ” 

Unfortunately, the commumaque adds. “Cavan: Silva's 
political practice both as finance muenrster and a prime 
minister has always resulted in an wncontrofied moerease 
m public expenditure ~ 

“The prime moniter has no politecal credibility to 
promise to reduce state expenditure, and so it 1s legity 
mate to conclude that hrs solution 1s to mmcrease taxation, 
as 1s already suggested by what has come to light about 

the future assessment code ~ 

As regards Cavaco Silva's assertion that he would not 
imclude Frevtas do Amaral im a government, the CDS 
asserts that the prime minister “1s becomueng nervous as the 
signs mmcrease that he will not win an absolute majority 

again © 

In a second comment on the assertion at rsuc, the commu 
mgue signed by the CDS Stcering Commutice mamtains 
that the party “1s not concerned about matiers of personal- 
thes and personal incompatitulitics ~ [passage omitted] 
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Recognition of Slovenia, Croatia ‘Impossible’ 

LD1108133891 Belerade TANIUG in Enelish 

1323 GMT 11 Aug 91 

[Text] Madnd, August 1! (TANJUG)}—Spanish Foreign 
Minister Fernandez-Ordonez believes that recognition of 
the Yugoslav republics of Slovenia and Croatia “as inde- 
pendent states” 1s technically and Icgally umpossible at 
present. 

In an interview published on Sunday by the Spanish 

daily EL PAIS Fernandez-Ordonez explained that this 
stand towards Yugoslavia was not motivated by fear that 

similar scoessionist processes could begin in the Basque 
and Catalonian autonomous Communities in Spain. “No 
parallels can be drawn,” he said. 

Fernandez-Ordonez recalled that, in case of Yugoslavia, 
entire Europe had counted on its integrity and unity. This 
has remained “the sdeal of all,” he said, adding. however, 
that the Yugoslavs themselves were to decide it. 

Asked why Europe insists on the inviolability of the 
borders, he replied: “We have never said that borders 
should not be changed through agreement, but that they 
should not be changed by force.” 

The Spanish foreign minister recalled that the problem 
of borders “has cost Europe millions of lives and several 
wars.” It was a joint obsession therefore to establish 
borders on the continent once and for all tumes, he sand, 
adding that the Helsinki act was a “treaty for borders.” 

In his opinion, the current crisis in Yugoslavia could not 
and will not provoke the spreading of war in Europe but 
could have, as it already does, negative effects on the 
process of European unity. 

In his view, tc European Community has proved to lack 
sufficient power in dealing with the Yugoslav crisis 

It turned out that the EC does not yet have an effective 
common foreign policy, he said. 

* Reportage on Solchaga’s Announced Budget Cuts 

YIESIOO0A Madrid DIARIO 16 in Spanish 24 Jul 91 
pd 

[Article by Maria Cortina: “Solchaga Announces Further 
Cuts in Government Spending and Higher Taxes After 
Collapse of Social Pact” —first paragraph 1s DIARIO 16 
introduction] 

[Text] The minister of economy and finance, Carlos 
Solchaga, reported yesterday that the government's 1992 
budget would be tighter than the current one and that 
indirect taxes would rise owing to the collapse of the 
Social Pact for Progress. Solchaga revealed that the cuts 
in the 1991 budget total 341.062 billion pesetas. The 
Defense Ministry 1s hardest hit, as its estimated outlays 
are being reduced by more than 11 percent. Morcover, 
the nonfinancial deficit for the first half of the year was 
874.3 billion pesetas 
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Madnd—Carlos Solchaga, the minister of economy and 
finance, asserted yesterday that the government's 1992 
budget would be tighter than the current one and that 
indirect taxes would increase this coming year. “This 1s 
inevitable,” he said, after the collapse of the Social Pact for 
Progress. 

Solchaga ind-cated that next year the VAT [Value Added 
Tax] would be rarsed to gradually bring 1 in line with the 
VAT in the cther EEC countries. 

With regard to the 1992 government budget, however, 
the minister indicated that 11 1s still under study and that 
he could not be any more specific for now. 

Solchaga disclosed details of the cuts in the government's 
expenditures budget for 1991. The cuts total 341.062 
billion pesetas, 2.52 percent of the outlays budgeted for 
this year. 

All of the ministries will have “to tighten their belts” for 
the remainder of the year. The Internor Ministry will not 
see its budget cut, however, rather, i wall receive an 
additional appropriation of 15 billion pesetas to take care 
of the security measures that will be needed for the events 
that are to take place in Spain in 1992, according to 
Solchaga. 

The Defense Ministry will see its budget cut by 108.492 
billion, 10.96 percent of what 1 expected to spend. 

Delays in Plans 

The Ministry of Public Works and Transport will sce its 
initial budget reduced by 7.61 percent, to be exact, 
106.313 billhon pesetas. The economy munister indicated 
that this does not mean that the plans already in place 
are going to be shelved or cut back, rather, they will 
simply “have to be delayed a bit; 1 happens in tae best of 
families,” he added. 

The Economy Munustry’s budget will be cut by 10.42 
percent, 26.682 billion pesetas, while the Ministry of 
Industry, Commerce, and Tourism wall see its spending 
reduced by 23.943 billion pesetas, 10.2 percent. 

The least affected ministries are Health and Consumer 
Affairs with a cut of 0.02 percent (est 333 millon pesetas), 
Public Administration with a reduction of just 48 million 
pesetas, and Labor and Social Security, whose budget 1s 
being reduced by 2.348 billion pesetas, 0.21 percent. 

The minister indicated that the cuts were indispensable in 
order to comply with Article 10 of the Budget Law and to 
prevent a bigger increase on the deficit. Solchaga said that 
the main reason was that the ministries were spending 
money much more quickly than in previous years. 

He emphasized that even with the cuts government 
spending would be higher than estimated in the budget, for 
which reason the deficit will jump from the estimated 0.9 
percent of the GDP to 2 percent, as announced on Monday 
by the secretary of state for finance, Antonio Zabalza 
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More Misestimates 

In short, the economy munister said that the Noncontrb- 
utory Pensions Law would require some 65 billion 
pesetas in additional spending and that over 40-billion 
more than expected would have to be allocated to defray 
the extra outlays arising from the fact that the estimate of 
the consumer price index for civil-servant salary adjust- 
ments was off. 

Other budget items that have caceeded forecasts and that 
will be covered by spending cuts clsewhere are the 
program contracts for state-run enterprises like Hunosa 
[National Northern Coal Enterprise] and Figucredo, as 
well as narrow-gauge railway projects, which total some 

15 bilhon pesetas. 

As for the misestimate of some 250 billion pesetas by the 
INEM [National Employment Institute], Solchaga said 
that 1 would not be covered this year. 

Despite all of the above, the economy minister indicated 

that Spain's economic situation 1s acceptable within the 
international contest 
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* Congressional President on PSOE Renovation 

VIE SOYYOA Madrid DIARIO 16 in Spanish 24 Jul 9! p> 

{Article by Marilo Suarez: “Pons Says Spanish Socialist 
Workers Party Must Drop Old Cliches and Be ‘Neither 
Anticlerical nor Repentant Maraist —first paragraph 1s 

DIARIO) 16 introduction] 

SPAIN 25 

[Text] Felix Pors. the president of the Congress of 
Deputies, said that the PSOE [Spanish Socialist Workers 
Party] has to drop us old cliches, asserting that being on 
the left today docs not mean being “either anticlerncal or 
repentant Mararst.” The Socsalest leader made these 

comments last Saturday al a private mecting of the 
Socialist Party of the Balearic Islands (PSIB-PSOE). 
which began the debate on opening up and renewing the 
party. In the vicw of the number three man im the 
government, the real issuc 1s to define whal 1 means to 
be a leftest wn 1991 

Madnd— Ine of the main facts that Socialists must 
accept, according to Felin Pons. 1s that the party 1s 
undergoing constant renewal and thal they ought to 
continually question them ideas so thal the party docs 

not become fossilized, Sociaust sources close to Pons 
have told DIARIO) 16 

The president of the Congress of Deputies made these 

remarks to hues fellow party members al a private mecting 
last Saturday among Socialests of the Balearic Islands 
The meeting began the debate on opening up and 
renewing the party 

The same circles that attended this mecting indicated 
that Felix Pons made ut clear that he considers himself as 
leftust “as anyone cise.” asserting afterwards that the real 
issuc that needs to be brought up in the PSOE 1s to define 
“what it means to be a leftest on 1991." The Socsalsst 
leader took the floor as president of the Regional Exec- 
ulive Commission of Balearic Socialists at a time when 
the secretary general, Juan March, and the deputy secre- 
tary were absent from the mecting 

In his comments Pons said that berng part of thes new left 
docs not mean “being a repentant Maraist of anticler- 
cal.” He also acknowledged. however, that in order to 
open thes debate the party must drop old cliches 

The number-three man in government once again called 
for an opening up of the PSOE, qualifying this by adding 
that “opening up to society does not mean paying a visit 

to socrety but rather allowing clements of society to enter 

the party 

With thes appeal the president of the Congress. who 

arrived m Madnd m the company of the secretary 
general of the PSOE, Alfonso Cruerra, when the latter 
was deputy prime minister, has joined the so-called 
“club of the renewers.” which i gaming mocreasing 

ground in the party 

The presedent of Balearic Socialists offered his analyses 

in response to the proposal that the spokesman of 

Socsalest Left on the lands. Francisco Garcia. put forth 
about the possibility of dissols ing the group in the face of 

thes “new era” and establishing a leftist wing of the party 

Prominent Socialist leaders consulted by this newspaper 
agree with thes edea. they are prepared, after the summer 

vacations, to fight to see to it that the ideas of “the 
renewers” =prevail in the PSOE, even if thes means 
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“sidelining™” certain individuals who until now have 
imposed their views on the party 

Broadly speaking. the most forceful position of “the 
renewers.” and the one that kicks off the internal debate. 
8 that the PSOE has to begin discussing its distun- 
guishing traits so that can deal with the 1990's and 
renew the Socialists’ ideological baggage 

“The Golden Calf” 

According to them. the Congress president's references 
to the abandonment of “old mannerisms” do not mean 
that the Socialists ought to start “worshiping the golden 
calf of the lanssez-faire cconomy proposed by Carlos 
Solchaga nor rail against public services nor be the most 
mulitarist of all.” 

The Socialssts from Palma. like other federations, have 
postponed until September any discussion of the renewal 

process that. on orders from Felipe Gonzalez. the party 
must tackle with a view towards the 1990's 

This debate will extend through the fall and will culmi- 
nate with a “grand” mecting of the federations late in the 
year or in carly 1992. The main objective of the regional 
leaders 1s to changes methods and courses of conduct in 
the party “apparatus.” 

In thes battle “the renewers” have the support of prom- 
nent Guerra men, who have seen that Felipe Gonzalez. 
after the meeting with the secretaries general at La 
Moncloa, will take a very active part in thes process 

The feeling of the Socialists who belong to party deci- 
ssonmaking bodies 1s that at the gathering at La Moncloa 
Cronzale7 managed to convince the Guerra men of the 
need to call for a change inside the party 

The most widespread idea among regional Socialist 
leaders 1s that although it cannot be said that secretaries 
general of the stature of Juan Carlos Rodriguez have 
switched to the “open-door policy.” they have indeed 
given signs of a political willingness to head up this new 
Stage for the Socialist Party themselves 

* Idigoras on Monarchs’ Visit to Basque Country 

VIESOYWTR Madrid DIARIO 16 in Spanish 29 Jul 9! 
po 

[Interview with Jon Idigoras. Hern Batasuna member, 
by Antomo Herce in Bilbao, date not given] 

[Test] [Herce] On what basis 1s) HB [Herm Batasuna) 
calling for an active boycott of the visit by the king and 

queen to the Basque Country” 

(Idygoras| | think that it 1s wery well known that not only 
HB opposes the visit by the king of Spain. Most people in 
the Basque ( owntry are against hes visit. The main reason 
why we oppose this visit 1s its timing. When interesting 
developments ave taking place in Europe. such as in the 
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Balkans. where the mght to independence and self- 
determination has been recognized by countries. at this 
precise moment the Spanish State 1s preventing us more 
virulently than ever from exercising these mghts. They 
want to parade the king around the Basque Country to 
show thal everything 1s normal. We are tclling them no, 
that we demand our sovereignty and independence. and 

that this 1s not Spain. They are going to parade arrogance 
and intransigence around the Basque Country 

{Herce] A majority of spokesmen are calling on HB not 
to legitimize the use of violence. Why do you continuc to 

justify a” 

{Idigoras] | think that we would have to ask all those 
spokesmen what sort of violence they are talking about. 
because there are several kinds of violence mm this 
country. | would turn the question around. Why are all 

those spokesmen legitimizing the violence of the State” 
Why are they legrtumizing. in one way or another, what 

Yugoslavia 1s doing in Slovenia and Croatia’ Our mis- 
sion in HB is not to legitimize violence. Our mission ts to 
be an institutional-political group that 1s going to solve 
this Country's problems. And the number one problem 1s 

to eradicate violences. | use the word in the plural, and | 
would hke you to transcribe it that way 

{Herce] Is ut easy for HB to remain impassive in the face 
of bombings like the ones mn Vic or Seville” 

[Idigoras] 11 1s not easy. No doubt 1 1s much harder for 
HB than for any other party. Ii 1s just thal we are not 
hypocrites. We go beyond fecling sorry and say that 

has to be resolved 

{Herce] Don't you think that the democratic system 1s 
prepared to “tough it out” while the situation on the yarls 
and in the ETA [Basque Fatherland and Liberty Group] 
becomes increasingly intolerable’ 

[idigoras}] Ha, ha. HB was also said to be on the verge of 
social rsolation, and we are secing that the Ayuria Enca 
parties are becoming disoriented because their rank and 
file are allying with HB in city governments. To make 
such statements 1s to take a road that leads nowhere 

{Herce}] On what basis, on the basis of what information 
does HB continue to maintain that negotiations are 
viable” 

[Idigoras] We have available the same information that 
Mr. Vera and the government have. The government 
right mow has the luaury of keeping two doors open. It 
says through the front door that 1 will never negotiate: 
through the back door it lets the emissaries in. These two 
types of language are perfectly understandable in poli- 

tics, and the government knows what | am talking about 

{[Herce] Is there a back door at the moment” 

{Idigoras] It 1s always open. it 1s being used. Ask Mr Vera 

[Herce}] Do you feel that the ETA’s latest campaign has 
scuttled any prospects for a dialogue” 
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[Idigoras] Wherever there 1s a tough campaign. the 
Interswor Ministry's response 1s very tough. When the 

ETA 1s said to be out of commission, there comes a wave 
of bombings that show, I do not know whether luckily or 
unluckily, that the armed organization 1s just as opera- 
tional as before, or more so. 

[Herce] After the Vic bombing, has there been some sort 
of contact” 

{Idigoras] | cannot be specific and I am not going to be 
I wall reassert that the government's attitude contradicts 
all of the public remarks by leaders like Jauregui on not 
talking about negotiation’. 

{Herce] Has there been any other contact since the most 
recent one in Santo Domingo” 

[Idigoras] | wou\d say so, and I cannot be more specific. 

{[Herce] Do you think that judges and we journalists 
ought to be worrned after the threats from KAS [Workers 
Socialist Coordinating Board]’ 

{idigoras}] From what | read..tike about money and 
friendship. not really. Things are being approached from 
the wrong angle. Everybody may feel threatened, but HB 
iS the one that gets bombs planted on i. 

{Herce}] And Civil Guardsmen, policemen, children... 

[idigoras] Yes, well, there have been some clashes. My 
impression 1s that someone 1s trying to play a dirty trick 
with thes rssuc, and it does not worry me for one basic 
reason: It makes no sense. My impression is thal someone 
wants summertime filler stones for the newspapers. 

* Basque Left President on Party Dispute 
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[Interview with Basque Left (EE) President Juan Maria 
Bandres by Antomo Herce in San Sebastian, date not 
given—first paragraph 1s DIARIO 16 introduction] 

[Text] A storm ts lashing Basque Left [EE] at the 
moment. Its president, Juan Maria Bandres, asserts that 
the “Aunamendi” faction 1s trying to torpedo the party 
and predicts that attempts to resolve the crisis will be 
traumatic, because surgery could be needed to restore EE 
to health. Therefore, he states categorically that he was 
born and will die in EE: “My people are not going to 
return to the caves.” 

[Herce] What is Basque Left gomug through at the 
moment, a split or a self-exclusion” 

[Bandres}] The fact 1s that the party 1s split politically. 
Aunamendi'’s failure to vote for certain elementary rules. 
which on any democratic party represent the basics for 
internal conduct, entail a self-exclusion, which later on 
will have to take the form of a disciplinary measure. 

legally and officially speaking 

SPAIN 27 

[Herce] Was EE’s understanding with the PNV [Basque 
Nationalist Party] the beginning of all of your party's 
woes’ 

[Bandres}] We reacned the limit of our potential in the 
1986 autlonomous-community clections, and since then 

there have been three trends. First, a kind of move to the 
right. everybody began wearing tics, high-quality surts. 
ltahan shirts. and our distingurshing traits have become 
a bit blurred in a purely outward, pro-forma way 

Then came too much of a move towards Ajuna Enca 
The third trend 1s a sort of desire on EE’s part to take 
power al any price. 

[Herce] Kepa Aulestia started this pro-PNV policy. Do 
you think of him as a good secretary gencra;” 

[Bandres} Leke ali of them, he has hes vices and virtues. | 
think that we have to do him justice and say that he 1s the 
major, primary author of the Ayuria Enca Pact. This alone 
represents a great service to the country. Bul in my view he 
exercised power in a personal, authoritarian manner. 

[Herce] Is “surgery” the only way to restore EE to health? 

{Bandres] It tends not to be the best cure, bul sometimes 
its. Divorce rs better, if possible a civilized, proper 
divorce, than gong on like this, because, really, we have 
lost all mutual political trust. 

[Herce] September 1s shaping up as the key month for 
resolving the crisis. Are you predicting trauma” 

[Bandres}] Yes, the document passed by the National 
Committee demands that posts be pul at the party's 
disposal. If they not do agree to, as they have sand, they 
place themselves in contempt. and sanctions will follow 
This 1s when the final phase of thes break will take place 
If ut has to take place, then let ut take place as soon as 
possible, because the situation 1s untenable 

[Herce] What price will EE have to pay to rebuild itself” 

[Bandres] Such upheavals often shake parties out of therr 
apathy, and although | do not want to use the trite saying 
thal parties emerge stronger, there may be a muiracte 

if we were to disappear from the mstitutions, neither my 
voice nor my hand would tremble when | would call on us. 
as Xabier Markieg said, to hold an clegant congress of 
dissolution. This 1s a working hypothesis thai | see as far 
off, and | am goung to work hard to conclude this matter 

[Herce] Does a clarification of the complicated Basque 
political landscape depend on your party's disappearance” 

[Bandres] | sincerely think not, but perhaps it 1s true that 
a party like ours has done a magnificent service to 
Basque society throughout the transition and does not 
make much sense now that the transition ts over 

The internal turmoi puts us in a very delicate situation, 
but | think that today and in thes country EE still makes 
sense and that it fills a spot on the Basque national left 
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that does not represent the traditional nationalism of 
Sabino Arana. which prevails both in the PNY and in EA 
{Basque Solidarity}. rather, « represents something cise 
that converges with a modern, up-to-date idea of 
socialism and the left 

[Herce} Do you and your party represent 15 years of 
rationality” 

[Bandres}] We have always made a huge cffor to keep a 
cool head in order to make correct analyses, but gut-level 
feclongs are still much stronger. We are not going to 
change. because 1 was very valuable to abandon gut- 
level reactions. which we still have. | can see myself in 
1977 saying “I am off to Parhament and | am going to 
give them a piece of my mind, and if they ignore me. | 
will be back ana tell you: “To the barricades.” 

1 will never again say something silly like that. And I am 
not gorng back to the caves, nor are my people going back 
to the caves 

[Herce] You rule out the possibility of winding up in the 
PSOE [Spanish Socialist Workers Party]. But do you sill 
thonk that the PSOE would have been the best ally in a 

coalition government” 

| Bandres} 1 do not have to rule out something that I have 
never sand. If the PSOE were a left-wing party and if 
operated as cleanly as we acknowledged that it did in its 
early days, | would have no mayor problems with ut. but 
it has lost ts charms and needs an overhaul. The PSOE 
world have been a surtable partner, however, even 
th ugh it treats Basque socialists like vassals. 

I would add. though. that we signed a pact and we are 
gorng to be completely loyal to 

* New Military Service Draft Law Discussed 

VIE SOYE41 Madrid DIARIO 16 in Spanish 20 Jul 91 
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[Article by Jesus Navares “For the First Time, Govern- 
ment Includes List of Soldiers’ Rights in New Military- 
Service Law” —first paragraph DIARIO 16 1s introduc- 
ton] 

[Teat] The new military-service law will include for the 
frst tome a list of the nghts and duties of soldiers, under 
thes law recrusts will enyoy privacy, freedom of move- 
ment and capression, and the nght to assemble and to 
vote. Defense Minister Juhan Garcia Vargas explained 
yesterday In addition. the bill will eliminate all discrim- 

matory criiena and will regard completion of the Sub- 
stitute Social Service (PSS) by conscientious objectors as 

an “advantage” im the hiring of civil servants. 

Madrnid—After the Council of Ministers meeting. 
Defense Minister Julian Garcia Vargas made public the 
bill on the new military service that he will submit to the 
Cortes. One of its main features, besides the already 
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well-known reduction of compulsory military service to 
nine months. 1s the first-tume inclusion of a description 
of the nghts and duties of recruits 

For the first time the Defense Ministry 1s acknowledging 
that soldiers and sailors “will not be discriminated 
against and will have the mght of privacy, freedom of 
movement and capression, and the right to assemble and 
to vote.” 

Vargas did confirm that the bill provides for special 
treatment for draft resisters. According to the defense 
minister, his ministry will regard the rendering of govern- 
ment service as an “advantage” in selecting civil servants 
For the rest of government Vargas said thal 1 would be 
considered just “as a preference, not a demand.” 

Another new feature of the bill os that ut abolishes 
voluntary enlistment (both regular and special) and 
imcorporates the current special volunteers as “service- 

men employed as professional troops and seamen ~ 

Commenting on his current talks with the Economy 
Ministry to explain the budget cuts in Defense, Vargas 
indicated during the press conference that “I regret it not 
only for the Armed Forces but also for some specific 
areas of the companies in the defense sector.” 

Neither Julian Garcia Vargas nor the muinister- 
spokeswoman, Rosa Conde. agreed to clarify the extent 
of the cuts ordered by Carlos Solchaga. They coniended 
only that at the present moment talks between cach of 
the affected ministers and Solchaga are in order so that 
the cuts in the government's budget could be made more 
“equitable.” 

“| support (the cuts), but it 1s a different matter to try 
and see to it that the budget reductions are equitable.” 
Vargas said. The defense minister 1s faced with cuts im 
the midst of an Armed Forces modernization program 
that was hammered out in the Congress with the People’s 
Party, «t called for boosting the defense budget to two 
percent of the GDP in exchange for a consensus agree- 
ment on a new model for the military. 

(nher main points in the military-service bill are 

¢ Reduction of military-reserve status to three years 
¢ Future plans (year 2000) for a military consisting of 

$0 percent professionals and total troop strength of 
between 180.000 and | 90.000 men 

¢ Compulsory military service will be performed 
between 19 and 22 years of age. with a new, expanded 
system of deferments and a maximum age of 34 for 
rendering military service 

¢ A still unspecified allowance for soldiers’ personal 
capenses 

¢ A transfer to civilan jurisdiction of cases in which 
individuals refuse to perform compulsory military 

service (resisters) or the alternative social service, and 
criminal penalties for desertion 
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* Folketing Chief: Political Parties in Crisis 

YIENOT31E Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 22 Jul 91 p 8 

/Arucle by Ole Dall: © Folketing Chief Folketing Has 
Lost Its Foothold”/ 

[Text] The chairman of the Folketing feels that the 
parties are vulnerable to new strong single-issue organi- 
zations that are not obliged to establish political prior- 
ies. 

“The parties have fewer and fewer members and pro- 
gressively fewer of the members take part in the work. 
Fewer voters come to the political meetings and fre- 
quently very few show up for the nominations.” 

Folketing Chairman H.P. Clausen (conservative) is not 
attempting to sweep the parties’ crisis under the carpet 
On the contrary. 

The Danish parties had almost 600,000 members in 
1960, today the figure is down to 250,000. 

“1 do not mean that political interest 1s weak. Election 
participation 1s high and the public debate suggests that 
people want to have influence over what happens,” said 
HP. Clausen. 

“But we know that there are more and more of those who 
in the old days would have been inappropriately called 
‘unfaithful voters.’ They were called that because they 
deseried a party. Today we cannot call them unfaithful 
because they have not declared themselves faithful to 
anything ” 

HP Clausen “does noi see how the situation can be 

altered dramatically ~ 

“I do not mean that the political viewpoint the parties 
stand for will disappear, but | do not believe that it 1s 
possible to recreate a situation with strong membership 
parties.” 

The chairman does not think that this development 
needs to bring the democracy into a critical situation 
“But we have to put the democratic idea into new forms 
in order to maintain contact with the voters and insure 
the voters’ trust in the system.” 

Without having an alternative to offer at the moment, 
H.P. Clausen points out that the present nominating 
procedure for Folketing candidates 1s “an ominous 
factor.” 

“It can quickly become untenable that perhaps only 10 
people nominate the candidates the voters must vote 
for.” 

He does not believe there 1s a future for traditional party 
meetings. “We will have to be more creative.” said 
Clausen, who has personally had the benefit of a political 
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visit and nview (Hyorring) with banguct and afier- 
dinner speeches. That brought in 1) people. 20 umes 

more than some ministers Could gather on (Constitution 

Day. as indeed a number of leading Social Democrats 
had to look hard to find voters on | May 

With regard to strong organizations and weak partis. 

H_P. Clausen does not foresee problems for politicians in 
the case of older. well-known labor and agricultural 
organizations 

“The problem hes with the new. strong single-sssuce 
organizations. whose good ideas | will not underrate. We 
are suincrable to these in the present political system 

“We have lost our foothold. tor those we should depend 

upon for support now sit on associations for the aged or 
the environment. We are uncertain what would happen 

if we attacked these 

“We are up against the uncompromising demand for one 
or another thing they desire to promote, without their 

having to deliberate on the prioritizing that 1s necessary 

“We are gliding on new ice and have not yet found our 

legs. This 1s contributing in part to the uncertainty. the 
insecurity, the lack of confidence that the political lead- 

ership 1s doing its pob effectively” sand HP Clausen 

If the contempt for politicians 1s growing. he feels 1 1s 
duc to people's cxapectatoons on individual issues gong 
unfulfilled—precisely because politicians must pron- 
tuze. He denies thal politscians have contempt tor the 
voters 

“We have a great deal of respect for the voters. We would 
simply like to know what they want It can be very 

difficult. You cannot accuse the politicians of contempt 
for the voters—with the frequent clections we have.” 

sand HP. Clausen 

* Minister Urges Industry, Fiscal Reforms 

VIE NOT IY1 Copenhagen BERLINGSAE TIDENDI 
in Danish 10 Jul VI py 

[Guest commentary by Anders Fogh Rasmussen, eco- 
nomic affairs and tax minister “Economic Policy on the 
1990's") 

{ Text] For decades attempts have been made to improve 
economic devclopment by interfering with the free eco- 

nomic market. Eviher via a totally planned economy as 

in East Europe, or through less stringent measures, as in 
the Western world Experiences have been poor in both 
areas. Structural economic problems have arisen because 

people and market forces have not been allowed to act 
On the other hand the international attempts at greater 

market onentation im the 1980's have shown good 
results) The Western world cxpernenced one of the 

longest upturns in the postwar penod 

Denmark's cconomn problems are distinctly structural 
and manifest themscives in low cconomi growth and 
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high unemployment in particular, The solution lies in 
Structural reforms that provide the market with greater 
ireedom of action 

The problems cannot be solved with traditional efforts to 
regulate business conditions in which the public sector 

ines to control things by manipulating key cconomic 
elements. On the contrary the favorable results that we 
have also seen in recent years have been achieved by 
refraining from manipulating cconomi conditions 
Thus, we now have one of the lowest inflation rates in 
the Western world, we are finally seeing a surplus in the 
balance of payments, and our interest rates are close to 

the German level. And «t should be noted that a large 
part of the present structural problems—particularly our 

high tax burden and big public sector—stems from 
unsuccessful aliempts to pursue market- regulating pol- 
cies in the 1970's 

There are three reasons why market policy docs not 
work. First of all the Keynesian theory behind market 
policy ignores important economic supply effects 
Second. the political system 1s simply not geared to 
pursuing this kind of policy. and finally. participation in 
the European Monetary System (EMS) cooperation puts 
restrictions on monctary and exchange policy. Luckily, 
the move away from market policy mn recent years seems 

to have worked Hardly anyone recommends this policy 

any more The challenge now 1s to implement the correct 
structural policy 

Denmark has one of the world’s heaviest tax burdens 
and the high taxes have big negative effects. Excise taxes 
create border trade and the high personal taxcs make 
Denmark unattractive to key workers and investments. 
Adjustments are already being made in cxcise taxes, 
however, and business taxes have also beer reduced to a 
competitive level. Bul personal taxes also play a central 
role when firms are deciding where to locate—especially 
in the new open Europe. Therefore. casing personal taxes 
18 a high priority 

But it 1s futile to lower indirect taxes and personal taxes 
only to replace them with new tax sources or to eliminate 
deductions. That will not case the tax burden and the 
problems it entails. On the contrary. the creation of new 
tax sources has a tendency to increase the tax burden in 
the long run because it 1s a political temptation to utilize 
tax sources to the utmost. In particular, new taxes in the 
form of gross taxes have a considerable harmful effect on 
the economy, among other things because they place a 

surtax on homeowners. This 1s clearly shown in the May 
“Tax Policy Review ” 

After almost all the Western nations carned out tax 
reforms in recent years under the inspiration of supply 
economics, Denmark 1s now left with what are absolutely 
the highest marginal taxes in Europe. High marginal 
taxes have especially negative effects on the national 
economy because they restrict the sob supply and make 
the job market less flexible. Thus it 1s a vital prerequisite 
for greater economic growth that Denmark follow the 
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international trend Even when the social msuraice 
payments of both emplovecs and employers in other 
countnes are taken into account. Danish marginal taxes 
are noticeably higher—as much as 25-¥) percent 

The need for lower marginal taxes must be seen in the 
contest of very modest revenuc receipts from progres- 
sive taxes. The state's revenue from 6-percent and }2- 
percent taxcs represents only 3 percent of total tax 
revenues. And progressive taxes reduce the revenue from 
other taxes because they hamper income growth 

Naturally. the big tax burden 1s connected with the fact 
that the public sector 1s also very large in Denmark But 
in addition to this there are independent harmful effects 
resulting from a large public sector. There 1s a loss of 
economic prosperity when a great many of the decisions 
on how economic resources should be used are made by 
political authorities instead of directly by the consumers 
Every possibility must be utilized to reduce and improve 
the public sector—including a continued demand for 
mereased productivity, privatization. requiring bids. 
reducing the number of those enrolled in public pro- 
grams, user fees. self-adminisirction, and private alter- 
natives. Bul at the same time it 1s important to imsure 
that the transition from the public to the private sector 1s 
not of a purely formal statistical nature 

When activities in the private sector are placed under 
State regulation reduces cconomn prosperity im 
approximately the same way as when the activities are 
carned out by the public sector, Even though Denmark 
has carned oul a very extensive lheralization in com- 
parison with other countnes—among other things in the 
financial markets—we urgently need to make a thorough 
analysis of further liberalization measures. as the gov- 
ernment cconomic advisers pointed out. The sectors in 
the economy that are still affected by a high degree of 
regulation include rental housing. transportation. 
energy. and communications 

One of the areas where a lack of market ornentation could 
be especially costly for the Danish society (and environ- 
ment) 1s environmental policy In the past there has been 
a tradition of handling environmental policy through 
bans, quotas, and restrictions This ss an inefficient 

method The efficent way 1s to regulate this area through 
such things as taxcs and freely transferrable environ- 
menial permits. At the same time it 1s emportant to avo 
imposing environmental restrictions im areas where the 
economic mechanisms alone are already strong enough 
10 protect the environment Definitive environmental 

policy must be coordinated internationally to avoid a 
detenoration of the Danish business sector's competi- 
tiveness as a result of rsolated measures 

The high Danish unemployment 1s duc to an inflexible 
labor market 

The Danish Employers Association [DA] recently noted 
that Danish wage spread is far below the level in other 

countries. A low wage spread docs not mean great 
economic equality but that marginal groups on the job 
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market have a hard tume finding work. The small wage 
spread also means that firms find u difficult to compen- 
sate marginal groups in the form of on-the-job training. 
which improves thei skills and thus provides a basis for 
higher wages latcr on on thew careers 

(Graduated imitial pay for young people 1s one way to 

improve employment for marginal groups Another nec- 
essary structural reform 1s a reorganization of the daily 

benefits system so the labor market parties shoulder 
much more of the costs of wage drift or contracts thal 
imcrease unemployment This problem was not solved by 

the recent changes im the dasly benefits rules. Lower 
marginal taxcs will also make an important contribution 
to greater flexsbility and fewer bottlenecks 

In addition. the labor market can voluntarily agree on 
new labor market systems. for cxamplc. last year's con- 

tract negotiations included an agreement on cxpanded 
labor market pensions. But the voluntary aspect 1s an 
absolutely vital conditvon. The state must not dictate or 
imtertere under any circumstances. Obhgatory social 
systems must not be introduced 

If the rigidity of the labor market 1s not cliominated 1 will 
be impossible to increase growth and employment for 

more than bref pernods of time. Expenences from the 
mid-1980's show that when unemployment talls to 

around 225.000 bottlenecks arse and there 1s a detero- 
ration in competitiveness that stifles an upturn 

In recent years there has been a substantial decline in the 
size of sulssidies paid to the business sector, The govern- 
ment has been critecized on thes connection for “lacking 
a business policy” But the reduction of outlays for 
subsidies actually capresses a very clear and effective 

business policy The business sector docs best with the 
least possible public interference. On the other hand ut 
would be a fatal capermment to sect up ng “comprehen. 

sive business policy plans” with massive public admin. 

istration and financing This would Iead to the corporate 
State, which has never succeeded anywhere 

The composition of the Folketing means that we cannot 
implement structural changes mm the form of a single 
overall reform. On the other hand the conditions for 
gradual change are noi as bad as they might look—for 
example, in recent years we succeeded in getting business 
taxes adjusted, as | Loted above. In reality the task 1s also 

facilitated by the fact that market-regulating policies that 
would require Constant intervention are no longer being 
pursued Instead, we can be satisfied with setting up a 
fiscal policy armed at balance om state finances and a 
continued decline in public spending 

But the consequences of putting off structural reforms 
are somber If we do not start moving on our own 
mitiative now we will be forced to do so when the Danish 
coonomy talls farther and farther behind im relation to 

the dynamin new Europe 
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* Bank Chief Sees Increased Coasumer Spending 
VIENOT31ID Copenhagen BERLINSAE TIDENDE 

in Danish 23 Jul 91 Second Section p 2 

[Artucte by Jens Chr. Hansen: “Denmark's Private Sector 
Saves] 

[Text] The private sector os saving. In 1990 there were 
savings of 137 bilhon kroner. Private savings rose for the 
fourth year mm a row. Al the same time, det was lowered 

and now Danes are ready to begin consuming morc 

Frugality continucs to reign in most Danish houscholds 

Savings are mm the driver's scat, while det no longer 
enps the Danish consumer 

This ss shown by the latest figures on savings irom 
Denmark's Statestics. For the fourth year im a row. 
savings rose in Denmark. The savings quotient, seen as a 
whole. 1s now close to 20 percent. This figure disguises a 
comfortable rising trend in private savings, while savings 
in the public sector fell for the fourth year in a row. In 
other words, out of Mr. and Mrs. Denmark's total 
disposable income of 561 billhon kroner, 137 bilhon 

kroner gocs to savings 

Unibank economist Michael Werscher believes that the 
rise om Savengs in the private sector will now begin to 
flatten out, and that insicad of savings. an ever-larger 
percent will go to consumption. That 1s the basis for the 
capected upsurge in Denmark im 1992-93. It will give 
more work to the building trades. create greater demand 
for the numerous empty business premises. and help 

domestic business to have ot a bit better 

The creasing trend toward saving plays no small part 
in the fact that Denmark. for the first time im 27 years 
has had a surplus in its balance of payments—in what is 
spent and owed abroad Jorgen Sondergaard. office man- 
ager for the caperts of the Council of Economic Advisers 
says that as far as the balance of payments 1s concerned, 

it ws completely mmmatenal whether the saving occurs in 

the public sector or mm the private sector When the 
private sector saves, there 1s less need for official belt- 
tightening. The background for the large fall in official 
savings 1s duc very specifically to capenditures as a 
consequence of rising unemployment 

Private saving in Denmark occurs partly through 
deposits on financial institutions. on the form of purchase 

of securities, and not least when det 1s reduced 

“There 1s no doubt that a large part 1s used to pay off 
dem. sand Jorgen Sondergaard 

Norway 

Major Parties’ Priority Campaign Issues Listed 

VIP 44a 

[Edvtional Report) Osio ARBEIDERBLADET in Norwe- 
gian on 24 and 25 July publishes on pages 7 and It) 
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respectively. under the heading “focus on Electron ( am- 
paign YI” two | (4ei-word articles by Arne Byorndal 

listing the major politecal parties preority msucs tor the 

1991 municipal and Fi lkestong [local governing body] 

elections 

Byorndal reports on the findings of clectoral rescacher 

Bernt Aardal of the Institute tor Socsologecal Research 
who. hased on discusssons with top party officials ranks 

the top concerns for cxoght Norwcgian politcal parties om 
the face of the upoomueng clectrons 

The Labor Party [Ap]. according to party secretary 

Thortyorn Jagiand. ranks employ ment as its top priority 
scoond comes the ens rronment tollowed by children and 

youth mnsucs Jagland says that «ft «s up to the mdinedual 

county and munnipal governments to proortize these 

msucs as thes sce ft The FC and European Economx 

Arca [EEA] are not seen as “natural campaign nssucs— 

totally om line with Cero Harlem Brundtland’s and the 
part, leadership's pount of vrew —but the party 1 open to 

debate on the maticr 

The Conservative Parts hal according © part, leader 

Kaci Kuliman Five. tests employment as os highest 
priory. with coonomn poln. as number two. tollowed 

by “greater individual responsiblity © The det crises 

improved personal moome lower sate capendiures 

and continued overhaul of tas policies also figure prom 

mentl, Five feels that “the FC FEA debate docs not 

figure on the agenda tor the autumn local government 
clecthons, bul if other parties want to make of ite an 

clecthon rwsuc. we «tll of sously respond 

The Socsalest Lett Party + [SS] top concern, accordeng to 

the party s press secretary Thor (aermund Erhsen. 1s 

environmental polnsy tollowed by uncmployment old 

age policy. district pola. and weltare polws 

The Chrestian People’s Party (Art! os 

traditronal imssucs 

Mrching to is 
mm thes ampaign satcguarding the 
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mdisedual the family environmental protection safc. 

guarding the way in which children grow up. cultural life 
followed by uncmployment. and old age policy Another 
prominent msuc for the party 1s opposition to abortion 

Party leader Aycll Magne Bondevik sad that these local 
and munwipal clecthons are not the proper forum for the 
£¢ -EEA debate. “and we. therefore. have not prioritized 
a but the debate well come. and we will be ready to 

address ut at that ome ~ 

The Progress Party [Frp] 1s also stechong to 1s traditional 
ranking of prornty msucs Increased local democracy 
tollowed by increased privatization. fugure prominently 
among the party s top prortics 

The C enter Party ranks keeping Norway out of the EC as 
ts Mos omportant promt, Party leader Anne Engher 
Lahnstem told Aardal that “1 must be clear to all that 
both an EEA agreement and EC membership will have 
great consequences for the Norwegian rural society It 1s 

our task during clection campaign to show that” The 
party s meal proorty os rural society. followed by cmploy- 

ment social security. and the environment 

Aardal commented that “if Lahnstem succeds m 
brongeng the EEA-EC debate mto focus during this 
clecthon campaign. the Socialist Left Party will follow 
suit, Then the same type of Red-ircen alhance which 
carted on 197) would spring into being ~ 

The Ked Electoral Alhance (RV) comsders keeping 
Norway out of the EC-EES its top priority According to 
party leader Akse! Naerstad. “the most mmportant thing 

for ws vs that we are agamnst the EC because that will lead 
Norway in a totally different direction than the onc we 
want” Securing sufficrent social welfare 1 the party's 
second highest priority. the environment comes third 
unemployment fourth and the hattle against corruption 
last 

The Leberal Party [V]. according to party leader Haavard 
Alstadherm gives top priority to “democracy second to 
the enseronment and third to unemployment 
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Spoievman ( omments on \ilmazs | ctict to Mitvetakn 

NC 1908275901 Arhen: Pilemsds Radinetoma Radw 
Netw’ on Gree’ S100 GUT 13 due 9! 

jE xcerpts| Grovernmment spokesman Viron Poldhoras 
has revcated that Prome Minister Konstandinos Metso 
takes recerwed a letter from hes Turknsh counterpart 

Mesut ¥ simaz. outhneng the latter's views on the ( yprus 
prohiem and the anced to promote a Cireck-Turkesh 

dialoguc [passage omiticd) 

Mitwtairs eas informed of Velmas letict ommediatets 

He will study « and reply om the newt few davs Pol 
horas added 

In additron the Turkish Crovermment agrees in prin apie 
with the siea of reduceng tenwon m its relatroms wath 
(ereece, but comuders Prime Menntcr Misotakens pro 

“anal for gradual duarmament along the Creek Bul. 
garian. and Turkish borders to be unrcainin and too 
mvted The = the offical Turkesh respons to the 
Coreck prome moenisicr s proposal as eas icarned today om 

Ankara acoordeng to an ATHENS NEWS AGENCY 

dispatch [passage omitted] 

According to another ATHENS NEWS AGENCY dee 
patch trom Antara Turkeh Pome Minnter Mesut 
Vilmaz asked Mitsotakes today to act m a way that can 
help bring aout radial changes on relations hetwecen the 
two Cypmot Communities [paveage omitted] 

( ommenting on the Turkish positrons and Yilmaz better 
to Mitsotakes. the government spokesman m Athens 
toxday stressed that these moves all accurred wsmulta 

neously for Turkish domestx reasons Poldhoras added 
that m the case of the Cyprus prottem. the Cirectk 
(rovernament helreves that the mam meer 4 one of the 

need for reasonable Turkish propowh capecually on 
matters commected with land and refugees and not the 
politcal equality of the two C yprot communities 

GREECE n 

The Turkesh prome munesicr mest not forget that the 
difficultecs om salveng the ( yprus proticm arc the revel 
of the mtranugent postion the Turknsh ( \preot wie has 
taken for w long Pobdhoras com buded 

Terkes Accused of | adermining Border Security 

WC 140805496) Pars, UP on baeiok (OL OM 
14 ing ¥/ 

[Test] Athems Aug 14 (APP) —<ereece accowed Turkey 

late Tuesday of undermining cflorts to Drone stamelity to 
the regrom where the two Countrees and Bulgaria share 

borders The Crrect Foren Menestry sand om a Matement 

that Turhe, had ewentiall, repected the Crrece deerme 
ment mutiative for the region 

Eapresseng sts “sadness af Ankara s rewpomee the bor 
cugn Minestry saed that “Turkey © fot m agreement jon 
reeviabinsheng) a clmatc of stately and calm m the 

senutive horder triangic 

The (erect progenal called on the three cowntress to 

eithdrae tanks armored vchaies cannons fighter 
planes and attack helwopters from the three nates 

horder regeon 

Turkey sand carter Tucwday that f wchomed the Creek 
plan sith reservations Turkeh Foren Moenrsiry 

spohewman Mural Sungar sand the dnarmament plan 
proposed fy Creek Prome Menmter Konstandines Mu 

witaies on July 12). gnored the newer of Creek meltan 
yavvon of the Didecanew lands bxcated near the 

Turknh coast 

Sungar also sand that Turkish troam satroned m the 
regron were tulfilleng thew North Atlantn Treaty (orga 
mivation ofigatioms to protect Europe s southern flank 

Bulgaria has accepted the Cireck plan without reserva 
tron 
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Yilmaz Sends Letter to Mitsotakis on C ypres 

1412081601591 Antara ANATOLI im English 
1000 GMT 13 Aue 9! 

[Test] Ankara (A. A}—Prme Minster Mesut Vedmaz 
emphasized on Tucsday the anced for positiv¢ and radial 
change om the attstudes of both Cypnot communnirs to 
aver’ an cxalation of the cxnsting distrust betecen 
them 

He reportedl) sand thes had an adverse effect on talks 
aimed at uniting the divided Meditervancan rsland Hrs 
remarks came m a ieticr to bes Greek counterpar. 

Konstandinos Mitsotakss, on Turkish<reck relations 
and ( vprus announced by Foreign Ministin spokesman 
Murat Sungar 

Sungar seed that m the letter Yilmaz underlined the 
importance of reducing differences of views between the 
two sides Hf a top level UN-Drokered four-eay meeting 
sheduled to be beid on Septembrr to resolve the Cyprus 
problem rs to succeed 

“Our prome menister drew attention to the fact that any 

progress om the nsuc depends on clear confirmation by 
the Goreck Cypriot ade of an agreement recognrsing the 
political equality of both communities and an cflective 
guaranice of thes” Sungar sand. He also sacd that Yilmaz 
has asked Mitsotakss to use hes influence on the Cireck 
(Cypriot sede to adopt a concrhatory attttude om lene with 
agreements drawn up with Greece in 1977 and 1979 and 
UN Resolution 649 

Yilmaz also reportedly pounted to the umportance of a 

xheduled vient by Mitsotakes to Ankara m the ncar 
future as a means of opening a new penod of frendship 
and cooperation between Turkey and Greece He also 
reportedly suggested a bilateral meeting with Mitsotakrs 
m Pare where both men will come together between 
September 1! and 13 for a meeting of the European 
Democrat: U mon 

Foreign Minister Leaves for Talks in North Cyprus 

7 41408081399) Ankara Turdive Radvolant Network 
im Turkoch OOOGMT 14 Aue 9! 

[Text] Foren Miniter Safa Goray has declared that 
Turkey sincerely wishes to achieve an acceptable polit. 
cal solution on Cyprus through nacgotiations to be con- 
ducted between two equal sides Gray left on an official 
visit to the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 

In a statement at Ankara’s Esenboga Airport before his 
departure. Guray mentioned the talks conducted by the 
Turkish Cypriot side with the UN Sccretanat on subyects 
that will comprise the framework of the agreement. in 
accordance with UN Security Council Resolution 649 
Strewsing that Turkey actively supports the talks on the 
eight main points. which have been continuing for a long 
tome. CGrray noted that the constructive efforts exerted by 
the Turkish Cyprot sade must be reciprocated. This can 
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be acheeved only of the opposite sede scrvously contmb- 
utes to efforts m scching a nce parincrstup based on 
polstecal equality and guarantees. Guray stated 

The foresgn munisicr contenucd: We are comsinced that « 
ts highly neccessary to take scrious and urgent sicps to 

clummate the deep distrust betecen the two wdes. We 

also belev ec that the other sede should sincerely adopt 

Resolution 649 and display a concihatory and respectful 
atinttude as soon as possibic 

General Staff Official Details Anti-PAAK Acts 
NC 130815159) Istantad MILLIVET om Turkot 
¥ tug Vi pis 

[Unattributed report “The Target Is To Destroy the 
Workers Party of Kurdistan (PARAS | 

[Text] Ankara—The Turkish Armed Forces are con- 
tunweng them mitensive operations on Irag: territory and 
are trying to cut off the militants escape routes to 
southern Irag and Iran 

Ansecring journalists gucstions. Brigadicr Cenecral 
Hursit Tolon. secretary general of the Greneral Matt, saed 
that the maim operation was om the Dury arca. near the 
regron where the borders of Turkey. trag. and tran 
intersect 

Gen. Tolon noted that the operations om the regron will 
contenuc until the militants are climinated and security 
1s established He also sand that the forces participating 
im the operation. whom he described as numbering the 
size of a regement, had penctraicd up to 10) km mde 
Iraqi territory 

Gen. Tolon assessed dewclor sents as follows 

Raid on Guard Post 

The guard post im the Samant localitity of Semdinh was 
attacked by some |S) separatist bandits betwcen (S00 
and 05%) on the morning of 4 August 

This post was set up on the border many vears ago to 
stop smuggling in the arca Some of the personne! at the 
post, whech 1s staffed by an officer, a noncomminsmoned 
officer, and 43 servicemen, were ambushed as they were 
returning from sentry duty on the heights The men at 
the post responded promptly when they heard the sound 
of gunfire and took up thew postions An hour-long 
clash ensued with the bandits. who fired on the post from 
the surrounding heights As you already know nine of 
our men were martyred, as was a village guard awugned 
to the arca. In addition, the commanding officer at the 
post, a scoond heutenant, was wounded along with five 
soldvers 

Our esteemed prime minister held a meeting in Ankara 
later that morning, at which the chet of the General Saf! 
was present At the end of the mecting. the Creneral Saft 
was mstructed to launch a mulitary operation the neat 
morning. We had gathered detaiied information over 
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many years about the scparatest and criminal bandits 

berg tramned at a number of camps acar our southern 

border. In fact. thew presence there had been confirmed 
on several accawons through vanous means. 

In accordance with these mstructsons, the Aw Force 
command was ordered to begin flying reconnamsance 
mrssons to determinc the current sstuateon at the camps. 

particularly those ncar the arca where the wncedent had 
taken place. These fights confirmed our mformation 
The remforcemye 1s sent to the arca on the same day 
found evidence. unchuding bloodstamns, that the post's 
attackers had crossed into the arca from a neighboring 
country and then returned to them base. 

Later on the morning of 4 August. the General Staff 
mstructed the relevant command headquaricrs to begin 
implementing cxrsting plans to strrke at the handits, who 
had long been a source of anxiety for the people im the 
area and a threat to public security through the activities 
they carned out after mnfilitrating our territory 

As 1s well known, the region around Hakkar and Sem- 
dink very mountammous and parts of 1 are maccessa- 
bic. The region thus provides very limited scope for 
military operations Reconnansance operations were 
carned out there before the operation began on § August, 
and they established the cunstence of a large traming 
camp beleved to house some 600-700 bandits in a valicy 
north of the Dury settlement. Thes vallicy crosses into 
our castern neighbor (Iran) 

On $ August. our F-4 and F-100 asrcraft bombed the 
selected targets from vanous directions throughout the 
day Meanwhile, two commando units launched attacks 
on some of the smaller camps near our border, our 
knowledge of which had been confirmed by the recon- 
narssance flights 

Bombing rands resumed the next .2orning and included 
additvonal targets established by the recomnmarssance ait 
craft which accompanied the attack arrcraft the previous 
day A tail) emportant traning camp ncar Dury was 
destroyed during the two days of rads. whale the bandits 
and therr installations on the Kam Rash areca were wiped 
oul by intensive bombing on the second day 

The forces at the camps suffered heavy casualties On the 
morning of 7 August. gendarmerne forces began sub- 
pecteng them to mmtensive bombardment, while a reg- 
ment-sived number of ground forces launched a two- 
pronged offensive supported by hehoopter gunships 
Thew targets were the arcas bit on $ and 6 August, 
including Dury 

The two-pronged offensive along the castern and western 
sectors of Dury was launched from an appropriate site on 
the castern part of a heaght which rises to D081 [unit of 
measurement not specified) m the Kan: Rash region 
The surrounding arca to the south of our border was 
pounded by mortars and fired on from heloopters when 
the operatron got wader way im an effort to keep our 
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casualics to a2 minimum. Meanwhile. Aw Force units 

continued them bomsng rands 

The hewght was captured at 1S) yesterday (the day 
before yesterday), a very sagnificant victory as ut allows 
us to monttor the southern sector and increases our firing 
range. The bandits resisted ficroely at first. but they 
gradually weakened and the height was captured at 1500 
yesterday. | would lke to stress that the areca between the 
settlements of Kan: Rash and An 1s totally maccessibic, 
and so 1 was not deemed neccessary to conduct any 
operation there 

The otyective of thes operation was to prevent the 
handits being trained im thes region from fecing to a 
neighboring country (Iran) by flanking them from a 
north to south direction. By nightfall on 7 August, 
military units descended from the first hill captured im 
the region to mop up the bandits. The arca was secured 
during the night, and the units withdrew § the ndge of 
the hell. Attacks resumed in the direction of Dury from 
the captured heights thes (yesterday) morning. We have 
encountered pockets of resistance 

We encountered micnsive antianrcraft fire from the 
western part of Dury. Meanwhile, we established that a 
group of bandits had assembled om the Kam: Rash region 
to regroup. Sortees were carned out and the arca was 
bombed. Operations have been launched to cut off any 
bandits attempting to cross into the newghboring country 
The mopping-up operations im the regron, which began 
thes (yesterday) morning. will continuc until the bandits 
are climinated and security established 

Answering journalists’ questions, Gen Tolon sand that 
the Armed Forces had no definite information on the 
casualties inflicted on the PKA. but noted that onc 
serviceman had been martyred and another wo unded 

He added that one plane received minor damage when 
its wing was hit by antiarrcrafit fire, but he denied that 
any beloopters had been hit 

Gen. Tolon stressed that the arca was beong used by PAK 
militants, not Kurdish peshmergas. He asserted: “If ut 
had been Kurdish peshmergas. they would have rarsed a 
white fag or at least let us know they were not the PRK 
Most important. they would have not resisted the 
Turkish Armed Forces.” 

Gen. Tolon sad that the operation carned out by the 
Turkish Armed Forces had no connection with the 
Powed Hammer Force, © there was no need for this 
force to have received advance notification. He sand: 

“Our operation has absolutcly no connection with the 
multinational force. and we needed no information from 
it. Thes os a question of Turkey's mgt to defend its 
wr ty. We did contact the multinational force 

about flight matters during the ar operations ~ 

Caneral Dogan Cures 

Gen. Dogan Gures, chret of the General Stall, and Gen 
Sivarm Tastan. commander of the Turkish Aw Force, 
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“welcomed” the journalists who returned from the oper- 
ations zone. In a bref statement. Gren. Gures noted that 
the operatvon «s proceeding well, stiresung that « had 
been launched mm accordance awh the government's 
instructions and on the hase of information compiled 
over a long penad of ume. Noteng the PAK melmants 
use of antiasrcraft gum. Gen Gures awerted “This 
confirmed our information thal only bandits are im the 
region The operation was launched after our informa. 
von had been confirmed many tumes by acral photog. 
raphy ~ 

Kurdish Reaction Viewed 

NC 1908110061 Ieanted VILLIVET om Tarkio 
Vine vipa 

[Commentary by Sam Kohen “Security Comes First™] 

[Excerpts] We should not be surprised by the negative 
reaction of certam foreign corcles to the operation the 

Turkish Armed Forces have launched against the 
Workers Party of Kurdistan [PKA] camps m northern 
Irag. As we mentoned m our column yesterday. the 
neighboring countries and even a number of the Western 
countines were cupected to critecuze the military opera- 
thon 

(CM course, the countries which have sclected Turkey as 

thew target have only thew own mmterests mm mend 
[passage omitted] 

Nevertheless. the disclosure Jalal Talaban:. leader of the 
Patrwotx Umon of Kurditan—who recently sand many 
tymes that he attaches importance to mamtameng a 

dialoguc with Turkey—made on the eve of hes vest to 
Ankara was both confuwng and wrong It will be recalled 
that Talabam clarmed, “Turkey has no nght to carry out 
an operation m northern Irag and that he protests 

against the muinary action ~ 

The Turkish Grovernment informed Jalal Talahan: about 
the operation on time Furthermore. ot invited Talahan 
to Ankara to hold talks with hem and maybe cooperate 
with the Kurdish leader But by attacking Turkey during 
a news conference he beld mm Rome before he vested 
Turkey to meet with the officals om Ankara. Jalal Tala. 
bani made a diplomatxn mrtake which has created 
dou about bes sincerity and rehabulity 

An official who 1s constantly on towch with Taleban: tried 
to explain the situation to us yesterday He sand the death 
of a number of Kurdish during the an tands on 
the PAK camps has made Talabani very wad He also 
noted that Talabani felt competed to critwize the oper. 
ation on order to calm the Kurdish people According to 
the same source, “Talaban: 1 prepared to marntann hes 

with the Turkish Government and cooperate 
with the Turkish officials For exampic. he 1s prepared to 
provede mnformation to the Turkish officals on the 
wherabouts of the refugees and the Kurdish peshmergas 
m northern Irag ~ 
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We well want and sce whether Talahan well revicraic all 
thes mm Ankara mm order to remove the cflects of bes 
unbcfittung remarks om Rome. Nevertheless. of be 
attaches importance to hes dialogue and relatvoms wath 
Tatkey, then 4 1s the mght tome for hem to prove that be 
ss willng and smere, We bebeve that the Turkish 
officuals will ask bom oo clarefy bes powtron. In fact, the 
nce situation has created an opportunity for the Kurdish 
leaders to comvencengly caplam thew stands 

Foret of all. the Kurdish leaders must realize that never 
they nor the Kurdrsh poopie are the target of the meltary 
operation of the presence of the Turkrsh Armed Forces 
m the border arca for a certam pened of tome. Turkey's 
bevond-the-border operation ns not hased on occupa- 
hom! and capanwonmt objectives. The target « the 
PKA bandits. who have been wwng northern Irag a 2 
hase and springboard for thew attacks agarnst Turkey 

lnsicad of createng obstackes against Turkey. the Kurdish 
leaders should cooperate with Ankara now The would 
be on then enterest It rs ep to the Kurdish beaders to keep 
the refugees and the Kurdish peshmergas outede the 
cervical area. Furthermore. they are capected not to give 
any support to the PAK and to refram from sheltcring 
the PAK militants 

The relations between Turkey and the Kurdesh leaders 
well he marntarned on a way which will contribute toward 

thew mutual mnterests of an agreement 1 reached on all 
thes durmng the contacts Jalal Talaham: will have om 
Ankara today. that «. emmediately after the talks 

Mubwn Divan, representative of the Democrat Party 
of Kurdistan, beld with the officrals om the Turkish 
capital 

Regarding the reaction of a number of foreign corcies 
against Turkey's meltary operatron. well, we can say that 
the new situation will undoubtedly cause problems tor 
Turkey on the enternatronal arena Nevertheless. thes risk 

musi be taken—thal «=. without too much cxageecra- 
thon—for the sake of Turkey's securnty 

Foreign Minister Giray on Length of Operation 
NC (408007701 Lanta HURRIVET om Taurkot 
1) tue Ip 19 

| Avi t than article “Four Mewsages to the World”) 

[Text] Istanbul, Ankara, (HURRIVET)—Poregn Min. 
mter Sata Garay has saed that the authority vacuum on the 

regron was the reason for the operatron the Turkish 

Armed Forces have launched m northern rag He 
asserted “We shall remarn on the regron until Irag 1 able 
to control its terntory ~ 

Cray Sard that the operatron can last one of two months 

He added “We have not crowed inte northern Irag to 
commit a massacre ~ 

Caray rephed to questions from a HURRIVET reporter 
upon hes return to Ankara from istanbul, where he 
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attended the foreign munesters mectong of the Islamic 
Conference Organizatvon. Regarding the operation im 
northern Irag, Giray sand: “Turkey os the country that 
has respected Iraq's territoral imtcgrity the most, bul a 
de facto state authocity docs not cxrst om northern Iraq. 
The bandits have been firing on our troops with antuair- 
craft weapons and other heavy arms. We have destroyed 
many of these arms. Nevertheless. can we withdraw just 
because we have destroyed many arms” Should we 
withdraw and create an opportunity for the militants to 
rearm themscives’ We cannot allow this to happen. We 
have to remain in that regron until Irag 1s able to control 
its territory and untsl a state authority 1s established. 

“We may maintain our presence for one or two months, 
bul the action we have taken 1s not anmed at anncxing 
that part of Irag to Turkey.” 

Gutay also sasd that Turkey compiled its own intelligence 
reports om the region before ut launched its military 
operation. 

Talabani Asks for Time 1 Establish Security 
NC 1408104891 Istanbul HURRIVET in Turkish 
I] Aug 91 p 18 

a ete anrer oe 
Union of Kurdistan, by Aziz Utkan om Ankara 

on 10 August] 

{Text} Ankara, (HURRIVET}—{Utkan] None Turkish 
military servicemen were killed by the Workers Party of 
Kurdistan [PKK] at a border guard post. Thrs prompted 
the Turkish military operation... 

[Talaban:s) We were aware the PKK molitants were in the 
region and that the PKK mamntained a dialogue with the 
Iraqi Government. The PKK had sct up headquarters 
under the control of the Iraq: Armed Forces in Zakhu. 
Dahuh, and al-Amadiyah in the past, but we asked them 
to leave when we liberated these arcas. We are unabic to 
fully control every part of Iraq: Kurdistan at present. We 
informed the PKK after the withdrawal of the US 
troops that it “cannot use northern Irag mm its activities 
against Turkey.” We suggested two alternatives to them. 
We sand: “You erther go to Turkey and do whatever you 
lke om that country... Or, of you wish to stay, then you 
must agree Nol to Carry oul any armed activity ~ 

We Are Ready Te Cooperate 

[Uthan] Can you explain your opimon on the presence of 
the Turkish Armed Forces im the region” 

[Talahban:] We will held talks with the Turkish officials 
on how security will be mutually established on the 
border We also will hold talks on how national security 

will be mutually mamtamed. We have to talk and reach 
an agreement 

[Utkhan] Nevertheless, the grownd operation is still im 

progress 

[Talabam}] We have to discuss thes mm a more friendly and 
sincere way. We can cooperate with the Turkish officials 
to guarantce Turkey's natronal sccurnty. We have con- 
crete proposals om that regard. 

[Utkan] Have you received a message from the US. 
officials in connection with the operation” 

[Talabam:] The US. officials have been caught m 
between the Iraqi Kurds. who are thew frends, and 
Turkey, whech os an ally of the Unned States 

[Utkan] An authority vacuum cxrsts om northern Irag. ht 
has been reported that the absence of state authority om 
that region has created an opportunsty for the PKA to 
feel free to do whatever it likes. 

[Talabani] Do you beleve that thes was the first attack’ 
Was it the first tome the PKK attacked a target in Turkey 
from Iraq’ Many have criticized my vesit to Turkey. The 
Turkish politicians must understand our position. You 
must help us. 

[Utkaa] A state exrsted m Irag before. Turkey was able to 
hold talks with 1. 

[Talabam] A Kurdish movement, which  frendly 
toward Turkey, carsts in northern Irag at present. Your 
officials can cooperate with the members of thrs move- 
ment. You can ask them to help you. Give us some time 
to place our territory under control. This 1s very umpor- 
tant to our people and adminrstratron. Security will be 
established in thes regron as soon as possible | guarantce 
this 

Assesses Operation in Iraq 

NC 1408110691 Istanbul MILLIVET in Turkish 

11] Aug 91 p 16 

“Exclusive” mntervecw with Jalal Talabani, leader of the 
Patriotic Umon of Kurdistan (PUK), by Barcin Yinanc 
m Ankara, date not given] 

[Text] Ankara—{Yinanc] How do you assess the crows- 
border operation against the Workers Party of Kurdrsi an 
[PKK] camps im northern Iraq” Ankara 1s uncasy about 
the reports thal quoted you as saying al a news confer. 

ence in Rome that you protested the operation 

[Talabani] | have not protested against the operatron 
launched beyond Turkey's border A yournalrst asked me 
to explain as a lawyer whether of not Turkey's operation 
comphed with international law | repled by saying that 
it does not. According to the provisions of international 
law, no country has the nght to mmterfere om the mternal 

affairs of another country. This applies to everything | 
have not commented on the military operation. | was 
waiting to travel to Turkey to hold talks on the matter 
with the Turkish Government officials 

[Yimanc] Do you assess the military operation as miter. 

ference im Iraq's internal affairs” 
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[Talabani] It 1s not interference in Iraq's internal affairs. 
I beheve mt can be described as hasty retaliation against 
the attack by a number of guerrillas on a border post. | do 
not believe 1 was a good and balanced decision. 

{Yinanc] You have said the operation conflicts with the 
provissons of international law. The Turkish Govern- 
ment, however, in explaining the legal reason behind the 
operation, has said ut used its legal mght to defend uself 
against the terrorst activities and attacks, which have 
remained uncontrolled as a result of the authority 
vacuum in the region. 

{ Talabani] 1 do © ot beheve the statement that there 1s an 
authority vacu. rm on the region 1s correct. People are 
living on that region. Furthermore. | do not believe that 
the Iragt Administration would have obstructed the 
attack . of the militants if it had Iraq: Kurdistan under its 
contro. Attacks were organized against Turkey from 
northern irec many times when this region was con- 

tro'ied by tne Iraq: Government. We also read in the 
newspapers at the tume that a number of attacks on the 

Turkish Armed Forces originated from either Syria or 
Iran. Can ut be said that an authority vacuum existed in 
those areas as well” On the contrary, the governments of 
those countries effectively controlled their borders. 

{Yinanc] Are you saying that you have been more 
successful than the Iraq: administration in establishing 
security in the region” Do you deny the existence of PKK 
camps in the region which 1s under your control” 

| Talabani} The Kurdish Front asked the PKK to leave 
northern Iraq when Iraq: Kurdistan was liberated. We 
became aware that there were a number of camps in the 

region when Iraq: Kurdistan was liberated. PKK camps 
existed in the region when the area was under the Iraqi 
Government's control. We asked the PKK to leave when 
we returned to the region. The PKK promised to do so 

[Yinanc] Did the PKK militants leave the region” Do 
you belreve they have kept their promise” 

| Talabani] | do not know whether the PKK militants are 
still on Iraq: Kurdistan 

| Yonanc] Are you saying that you wall be more successful 
than the Iraqi Administration in establishing security in 
the region” 

| Talabani} Yes. Thes os because the Iraq: Administration 
refused to renew the agreement it reached with Turkey 
for hot-pursuit operations. The agreement expired in 
1988 This indicates Irag did not allow the Turkish 
Armed Forces to enter its territory at the time 

|Yinanc] Were you informed on the beyond-the-border 
operation before it was launched” 

| Talabani] No, we were informed after the operation 
went into effect. We were informed to keep the civilians 
away from the region. 
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[Yinanc] Reports have said that Turkey wall establish a 5 
or 15 km-wide buffer zone on the Iraqi border. How will 
you react to this” 

[Talabani] | have no information on that. | believe I wall 
discuss this matter with the Turkish officials: however, I 
do not believe Turkey will do this. 

[Yinanc] Have you requested a meeting with Prime 
Minister Mesut Yilmaz” Yilmaz has said he will not 
receive you because of the statements you made about 
the cross-border operation. Can you explain your 
opimon on this” 

[Talabani] | have not requested a meeting with Prime 
Minister Yilmaz. nor have | read the disclosure he has 

made 

[Yinanc] Can you reveal anything on the meetings you 
have had with the Turkish officials” 

[Talabani] Our meetings were held in a very fnendly 
atmosphere. and they were very constructive 

[Yinanc] Did you ask the government officials to halt the 
operation” 

{Talabani} We said at the start that the Kurdish Front in 
Iraq should be consulted before an operation 1s carned 
out in Iraq: Kurdistan. This 1s because the Kurdish Front 
iS a legal organ which governs Iraqi Kurdistan. We do 
not prefer that Turkey retaliates this way to maintain its 

security. We are not opposed to Turkey's national secu- 
rity. Nevertheless, there are other ways to safeguard 
Turkey's natronal security 

‘No Problem’ With Country 

1413081036091 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 

O940GMT 13 Awe Vl 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—Kurdish Patriotic Union leader 
Jala! Talabani said here on Monday that his people want 
Turkish businessmen to do business in northern Irag 
Talabani told AA there was no problem between Turkey 
and the Kurdish front in Irag except for a few minor 
misunderstandings 

He said reportedly critical remarks by himself and 
Mas ‘ud Barzani. the leader of the Kurdistan Democratic 
Party, about a continuing Turkish anti-terrorist imcur- 
sion into frag had been misunderstood 

Talabani added that both he and Barzani agreed that 
Turkey had every mght to ensure its national security. He 
also said that they opposed the sabotage of Turkey's 
security in what he called Iraqi Kurdistan and added 
they would never allow it 

“We are confident that all our problems, including 
border problems. must be resolved through mutual con- 
sultation, negotiation and comprehension.” Talabani 
said 
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He was careful to point out the differences between the 
Kurdish front and the PKK. the outlawed Kurdish 
Workers Party. which has waged a bloody terrorist 
campaign against Turkey sence 1984. He sand the Kur- 
dish front wanted to obtain mghts for Kurds living in 
Iraqi Kurdistan through peaceful and political ways. 

About business dealings with Turkey. Talabani sand his 
people had obtained sufficeent funds, in fact millions of 
dollars, from the West and already had the necessary 
infrastructure for investment. “However, we need a few 
months more to solve administrative problems with the 

Iraqi Government,” he said 

Talabam added, “I beheve im our common interests 
which stem from our historical relations, which have 
always rested on democratic principles. We must respect 
these relations and must not allow them to be destroyed 
by minor issues.” 

Talabani said the Turkomans in Iraq would be allowed 
to have political and cultural mghts in an autonomous 
region to be set up in the north of the country. “We shall 

share the administration of the autonomous region with 
Turkomans in proportion to the ratio of our popula- 
tions.” he sand 

DPk's Dizai’ on Turkish Operation, Situation 
NC 1408102991 Istantul HURRIVET in Turkish 
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{Ihsan Dortkardes report: “We Do Not Object to the 
Operation” | 

[Excerpt] Diyarbakir, (HURRIVET)}—Muhsin Dizai. 
special representative of Masud Barzani, leader of the 
Democratic Party of Kurdistan [DP], has said that the 
DPK has adopted an understanding approach toward 
the operation the Turkish Armed Forces have launched 
beyond Turkey's border. Clanming that the air raids have 
been halted in accordance with a request they conveyed 
to the Turkish officials, Dizar’ sand: “We shall not allow 
the Workers Party of Kurdistan [PKK] militants to 
escape to the inner parts of Iraq: Kurdistan” 

Muhsin Dizair was received by presidential spokesman 
Kaya Toperi in Ankara two days ago. He then traveled to 
Diyarbakir and held talks with State of Emergency 
Governor Hayri Kozakcroglu for two and a half hours 
Dizar met with Ahmet Erturk, deputy state of emer- 

gency governor, at a dinner on the same evening 

Dizai’ rephed to the questions that were pul to him by 
the journalrsts after the dinner. He sand: “Turkey has 
halted its air operations mm accordance with our request 
Only imtermittent clashes are taking place im various 

areas al present. President Turgut Ozal does not want 
imnocent people to be killed. We have no objection to 

this operation at all. Turkey has embarked on this 
operation tor the purpose of maintaining its security, We 
are aware that Saddam Husayn allowed the PKK to 
establish bases in the region on the past...” 

TURKEY a) 

Dizai repleed to a question related to the relations 

between the PAA and Jalal Talabani. who arrived in 

Turkey two days ago. as follows: “PKK’s relations with 
the DPh. and the Patriot Unmon of Kurdistan [PUK] 
are not favorable at the present time. We regard the PKK 
as an internal problem of Turkey. We do not wish to 
intertere on Turkey's miternal problem. Turkey should 

resolve its own problem. We do not want the PKK to 
establish utseclf in Iraqi Kurdistan. Turkey conveyed a 
message to us before ut launched is operation, but the 
message arrived late. lt reached the PUK Headquarters 
more quickly. The DPK and PUK representatives were 
informed on the operation.” 

Dizar changed hes mind after conferring with Talabani 
by telephone two nights ago and returned to Ankara. 
[passage omitted] 

Notes Country's Role 

141308154891 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turkish 
1MS0GMT 13 Ane 9! 

[Kasim Cindemur report] 

[Text] Ankara (AA}—Muhsin Dizai’, the special repre- 
sentative of Masud Barzani, the leader of the Demo- 
cratic Party of Kurdrstan [DPK)}, has said that President 
Turgut val has approved the humanianan aid they 

have requested from Turkey 

Noting that his party does not support any form of 

terrorism, Dizar sand: Turkey will play an important role 
in Irag: Kurdistan when the situation returns to normal 

Replying to questions by ANATOLIA AGENCY corre- 
spondent at Esenboga Airport before he deparied 

Ankara for Diyarbakir today, Dizar termed as “very 
positive” hes contacts with Turkish officials. Com- 
menting on Turkey's decision to end the cross-border 
operation, Dizar sand We are thankful 

Dizar said the following 

As vou know, we had requested humanitarian asd from 

the Turkish government I received a telephone call trom 
Marmaris trom a source close to President Oval last 
night. | was told that the president approved the human- 
itanan aid (food and medicine) Talabani and | requested 
from Turkey. He sand that the president gave imstruc- 
tions that the foodstuff and medicine be immediately 

sent to the refugees in iraq: Kurdistan. We are very 
greatful, We are affected by the sanctions imposed on 

irag. Our rural sector has almost been destroyed by the 

iraqi Administration. We are suffering a food shortage 

Noting that Turkey will play a very important role in 

reconstructing traqg: Kurdistan when the situation 
returns to normal in the region, Dizar sand We have 
requested from the Turkish Government aid for recon- 
struction. We need the contribution, help, and know- 
how of your firms m this matter, We have not yet 

received a reply on the isuc. We will, however, hold 

contacts on the mssue when we return here 
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Stressing that his party has, on numerous occasions, 
announced that i 1s opposed to terrorism, Dizai’ said: 

We do not support or endorse any form of terrorism. We 
believe that terrorism does aot help any cause or people. 
Problems should be solved through a democratic method 
and dialogue. | believe everyone should benefit from the 
efforts exerted and values advocated by the Turkish 
Government, and especially by President Ozal, to 
advance democracy in Turkey. 

Dizar’ sand that hes party has always maintained good 
relations with the Turkomans in Irag and that relations 
are still good. He added that he had a “very good 
meeting” with Muzaffer Arslan, the secretary general of 
the Irag: National Turkoman Party. Dizai’ said: 
Together we reached an agreement on how we will 
coordinate and cooperate. 

Referring to the talks being held with the Baghdad 
regime, Dizai’ sand: 

While we have agreed on most issucs, talks are con- 
tinuing On various important points. After the Gulf war 
we believed that the issucs would be solved more easily 

Baghdad has unfortunately maintained its mgid stand 
We have always been on favor of resolving our problems 
through peaceful means. War was initiated by the dif- 
ferent Iraqi regimes, not the Kurds 

Dizar’ sand that from Diyarbakir he will go directly to 
northern Iraq and that he will return to Ankara later 

Foreign Minister Asks Iran Not To Shelter PKK 

NC 1308151391 Istanbul’ TURAISH DAILY NEWS 

in English 10 Aug Yi pp iil 

[Unattributed report: “Ankara Warns Tehran Not To 
Shelter PRA} 

[Text] Ankara—Turkey has asked Iran not to provide 
shelter to the terrorists of the Workers Party of Kurdi- 
stan (PKK) who may slip into Iranian territory while 
flecrng Turkish forces. Turkish troops are currently 
involved in an anti-terrorist operation in northwestern 
Iraq. government sources reported Friday. The Turkish 
message was delivered to the Iranians on Monday by 
Turkish Foreign Minister Safa Giray during the Islamic 
Foreign Ministers Conference 

The same sources said Turkey had information that 
some PKK terrorists had managed to escape into Iran in 
the past few days. The sources said despite efforts by the 
Turkish army to cut the escape routes from northwestern 
Iraq to Iran the terrorists had managed to ship through 

The sources said the number of terrorists who had 
managed to fice into Iran was unavailable. 

The TURKISH DAILY NEWS learned the PKK already 
has some terrorist bases inside Iran, west of the city of 
Oshnoviyeh. The TURKISH DAILY NEWS was told 
that PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan’s brother Osman 
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Ocalan runs these camps with the help of Iraman Kur- 
dish militants who also oppose the Tehran regime. 

Asked about Iran's view concerning the Turkish opera- 
ton into north Irag. iranian Foresgn Minister “Ali Akbar 
Velayat: told the TURKISH DAILY NEWS on Tuesday 
that Iran strongly condemned the outlawed PKK terror- 
iSts recent attack against Turkish troops. “This 1s a brutal 
action. We have deep sympathy for the Turkish vic- 
tums—soldiers of a brother country. We strongly con- 
demn this PKK aggression,” he said 

During the Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC) 
{ICO} foreign ministers’ meeting which ended Thursday, 
Turkey was disturbed by Iran's lobbying efforts con- 
cerning the deployment of an allied reaction force on 
Turkish territory. 

Turkish Foreign Ministry officials clarmed that the Ira- 
man delegation never mentioned the deployment issuc 
during their talks with Turkish officials. “They did not 
Say anything about the issue when they talked to us. 

However, we realize that they are lobbying against us 
when they talk to other members of the OIC.” said a 
Foreygn Ministry official 

The official also claamed that Turkey expressed its 
displeasure to the Iraman delegation through diplomat- 
ically phrased language 

Need To Combat PKK Domestically Stressed 

VC 1308134891 Istanbul TURKISH DAILY NEWS 

in English 10 Aug 91 p 7 

{tinur Cevik commentary: “First Destroy the Enemy 

Inside Us" ] 

[Text] The Turkish Army has been conducting an antr- 
terrorist operation especially im northeastern Iraq to 
wipe away the bases of the Workers Party of Kurdistan 
(PKK) militants. We have news that this lomited military 
operation 1s about to end with success. 

The terrorist bases have been smashed, and many PKK 
terrorists have been killed. It 1s also a source of satrsfac- 
tion that Turkish casualties during this operation have 
been kept at a minimum 

All on all, the anti-terrorist operation was necessary. and 
it has been carned out with success. So full marks go to 
the government and the army Now we are all obliged to 
combat the PKK menace im a rationalistic and deter- 
mined manner—this calls for combatting the PKK 
menace inside our country 

We all know we have enemies outside our borders who 
will cooperate with the PKK to destabilize our country, 
and we can be prepared for their actions. But let us 
realize that the menace 1s side the country rather than 

in other places. Today the PKK released the 10 kid- 
napped German tours in the heart of castern Turkey, 
well away from the border regions. These are the arcas 
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where the Turkish state 1s supposed to be in full control 
of the situation. But it seems this 1s not the case. 

The terrorists managed to snatch the German tourists at 
the scennc Mount Nemrut in eastern Anatolia on Aug. 3. 
For days Turkish forces, aided with German experts, 
combed the area and could not find a single clue as io the 
whereabouts of the kidnapped tourists. On Thursday. 
the PKK announced u would release the Germans 
unharmed, and they kept their word Friday morning. 
The place they released the hostages was practically in 
the same region as Mount Nemrut. 

This only shows the ineffectiveness of our security forces 
and reflects badly on the state. 

We see that the PKK 1s operating freely in eastern and 
southeastern Turkey. Every time this issue 1s raised 
authorities keep on saying they have destroyed the PKK 
and that the terrorist organization is on the verge of 
demise. But it seems all this remains wishful thinking. 

The people of eastern and southeastern Anatolia are fed 
up with the ineffectiveness and at times the arrogance of 
the security forces. A local mayor told the TURKISH 
DAILY NEWS last weck the people are fed up with being 
trapped between the security forces and the PKK. Secu- 
rity forces have started treating all Turkish citizens in the 
region like PKK collaborators and thus have alienated 
the locals 

The state has to take urgent steps to win back the hearts 
of the people of the region and then wage a proper war 
against terrorism without harassing the locals. If the 
PKK raids a village and forces the people to provide 
them with food and shelter, the state has to take mea- 

sures so that the people are not put im the awkward 
position of being forced to help the PKK. That needs 
common sense and determination. 

We see the authorities in the southeastern regions still 
opt for the casy way of branding the locals as PKK 
collaborators and treating them as the enemies of the 
state. This kind of mentality cannot win back the people 
but will supply the PKK with many more militants, and 
we may suffer many more embarrassments like the 
abduction of the German tourists 

One killed in Protest of Incursion Into Iraq 

7.41308170291 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
ISSOGMT 13 Aug 91 

{Text} Kurtalan (A.A}—A man was killed and four 
others were onyured in a clash with police im this south- 
eastern township on Tuesday. The clash broke out when 
police attempted to stop a march by demonsirators 
protesting an anti-terrorist incursion last week by Turkey 
in Iraq 

A group of people from various villages gathered in 
Kurtalan in the morning and started a silent march 
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Police, however, quickly stopped them by firing in the 
air when the demonstrators resisted in continuing with 
the march 

The shots caused panic among the marchers and in an 
armed clash which followed one man was killed and four 
others injured. Authorities said the police broke up the 
march because no permit had been obtained 

Turkish troops entered Irag last week with the aim of 
annihilating separatist terrorists who regularly carry out 

hit and run attacks over the southeastern border 

Defense Minister Barlas Dogu announced on Monday 
that the operation in Irag had ended but that a broader 

offensive will be launched against the terrorists inside 
Turkey 

Committee Fails To Reach Agreement on Election 

741308143091 Ankara Turkive Radyolart Network 
in Turkish 1400 GMT 13 Aue 9! 

[Text] The interparty commuttee to discuss carly clec- 
tions and constitutional amendments on the issue has 
failed to reach an agreement. Speaking after the com- 
mittee meeting, political party officials sand that the 

committee might meet again. provided certain cond:- 

tions are met 

Representatives of the parties represented in the 
Assembly met for nearly three hours at the parhament 
Ersin Taranoglu, deputy leader of the Motherland Party 
[ANAP], sasd that at the meeting his party asked that the 
constitutional amendment proposals pertaining to clec- 
tions be sent to the Assembly as soon as possible 
General Hikmet Cetin, Social Democratic Populist Party 
secretary, said that ANAP was not working for concilia- 
tion, bul was trying to render the clection law more 
unjust and to use the opposition to hold carly elections 

Husamettin Cindoruk, the deputy leader of the Truc 
Path Party. said the representatives of the ruling party 
did not offer any clear proposals at the meeting 

Nov 3 Considered as Date 

TA1308181791 Ankara ANATOLI 4 in English 
1630 GMT 13 Aue 9! 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—November 3 1s being mooted as 
the probable date of an carly general clection. the ruling 
Motherland Party (ANAP) announced on Tuesday The 

procedural date for the next general clections is 
November 1992 

ANAP along with the opposition Social Democratic 
Populist Party (SHP) and the conservative True Path 
Party (DYP) met carher on Tuesday to prepare for a fair 
election by modifying the carsting constitution and the 

clectoral law, both drawn up under military rule a decade 

ago 
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The ecxrsting mechanism employs a first-pass-the-post 
system whereby the first party ects an overwhelming 

parliamentary majority irrespective of the actual vote 
poled 

Tuesday's mectings ended im disagreement. however. 
when ANAP and the SHP failed tw agree The SHP 
representatives reportedly called for the proposed 
changes to be dealt with in a single package while the 
ANAP representatives wanted the relevant causes of the 

constitution discussed first 

Put the ruling party seems set to go ahead with an carly 
clection, first proposed by Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz 
last week. ANAP officials now say their majority in 
parhament will have to decide the carly election date. 

unless agreement 1s achieved between all parties on the 
amendment issue 

Both opposition parties have campaigned for carly clec- 
tons since the last clection in November 1987 on the 
grounds that the ANAP majority in parhament was 
artificially high thanks to the untair electoral law 

Bul now they seem wary of committing themselves to 
unwanted modifications. unless agreement is ensued on 
a single package of modifications instead of modifying 
the constitution first as ANAP proposes 

SHP To Attend Election Meeting If Invited 
1422081703891 Ankara ANATOLLA in Enelish 
O9IS GMI 1S Awe Vl 

[Text] Ankara (A A}—Secretary General of the opposi- 
ton Socal Democratic Populist Party (SHP) Hikmet 
Cetin said the party will attend Wednesday's meeting “if 
there 1s an invitation” 

Premicr Mesut Yilmaz had cartier called on the oppos:- 

thon for a meeting to be held on Wednesday to discuss 

changes in the Constitution and the elections legislature 

Cetin sand the party has formed a commission and will 

participate to the mectings. He also said they have not 

yet recenved any formal invitation except those heard in 

news bulletins and if there 1s really such an invitation 
they will participate in the mectings 

Cetin also criticized Vilmaz's words on the opposition 

not berg sincere for clecthons, and said i 1s not the case 

“We are always open tor dialogue.” he sand 

PLO's Qaddumi lold of Displeasure With Policy 

NC 19087517991 Ioanhul TU RAISH DAILY NEWS 

im Enelish 10 due Yl p 2 

Ankara Asks PLO) Lo Reassess Its [U natirrbuted report 
Poh, on Cyprus”) 

FBIS-WEL -91-157 
14 August 1991 

[Text] Ankara—Turkey expressed dissatistaction Friday 
[¥ August] over the Palestinian Liberation Onrganiza- 
thon’s policies on rssucs that concern Turkey. particularly 

( yprus 

Briefing the TURKISH DAILY NEWS about talks 
among Palestiman Foren Minister Farug Qaddum 
and Turkish Foreign Minister Safa Giray and Prime 
Minister Mesut Yilmaz. a leading source requesting 
anonymity said, “We have honestly and openhcartedly 

placed all our grievances about the PL©) attitudes on the 

table ~ 

The sources sand that while Guray explained Turkey's 

“uwritation™” and “unhappiness” with the PLO attitudes, 

Yilmaz did not hesitate to ranse all of the Turkish 

complaints. The sources sand Yilmaz told Qaddumi that 

Ankara had been always supportive of the cause of the 

Palestinian people. rarsing at every plattorm the need of 
recognition of all legitimate mghts of the Palestiman 
people. including them mght to establish thei own inde- 

pendent state. And ut expected that the Palestimans will 

be in the same solidarity with Turkey over mssucs that 

concern Turkey. particularly the Cyprus problem 

“We were among the first countries to recognize the 

Palestinian state.” Yilmaz reportedly told Qaddum 

“but, we have difficulties in reconciling your altitudes 
toward Turkey. particularly over the Cyprus issuc, with 
norms of tnendship. fidelity. brotherhood” 

The sources sand Yilmaz sand Turkey showed goodwill 
and tolerance toward the PLO) but the Palestimans 
should know that the Turkish goodwill and tolerance “is 

not indefinite ~~ The sources sand both Guray and Yilmaz 
urged Qaddumi to relay to hes leadership that Ankara 

believed the Palestinians should reassess their policies 
regarding Turkey and the issues that concern Turkey 

Bulgarian fF avoy Interviewed on Bilateral Relations 
NC 120809081791 Istantal CL WUVHURTIVET on Turkish 

6 Mug YI ps 

[Part one of interview with Bulgarian Ambassador to 
Turkey Peter Georges Bodensky by Semih Idiz in 
Ankara. date not given] 

{Excerpts} Ankara—{Idiz7| Relations between Turkey 
and Bulgaria have improved greatly on the last few years 
a tact confirmed by the imcreased number of visits 

exchanged by the nations 

[Bodensky| You are mght A visible improvement has 
taken place in Turkish-Bulgarian relations parti ularly in 
the last 10 months [passage omitted] 

[idiz] How do you explain this change” 

|Bodensky}] Very noteworthy devclopments have taken 
place in bilateral relatvons that can be linked to mutual 
interests and the changes on the world. including Euro- 

pean countries and Bulgana The Bulgarian people are 
realizing radical democratn Changes on all the spheres of 
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their social and political life: pluralism. cconomic 

reforms aimed at establishing a free market system. and 
radical changes regarding human mghts are only a few 

cxampies of these changes. All these changes influence 
Bulgarian torcign policy. a policy which nesther supports 
the concept of blocs nor ideological constraints. The 

main issue in Bulgarian foreign policy 1s the mainic- 

nance of our country’s national security in hight of the 
new world realities. We feel we can best accomplish this 
by safeguarding the interests of our neighbors. By com- 
plying with the principles observed in international 

relations. we are making an eflort to secure a place im 

modern Europe and we have taken steps to establish 
relations with the Council of Europe, the EC. the 
Western European Union, and NATO 

[{Idiz] Can you capound on your views regarding the 
strong and weak points in Turkish-Bulganian relations” 

|Bodensky] | wish to discuss the question of trust and 

security in our regron on detail. The Bulgarian people are 
very sensitive about this, and the more than 700 media 
organs on Bulgaria are openly debating the issuc now 
People are directly questioning the parhament and the 

ministries on the matter. People are focusing on the 

significant imbalance between Turkish and Bulganan 
military torces and equipment. This issue gained new 
momentum following the dismantling of the Warsaw 
Pact. [passage omitted] 

[idiz}] There has been talk that a document wall be signed 
between the two countries. As far as | understand. the 
matter was discussed during Ambassador Huseyin 
Celem’s visit to Sofia some time ago. What wall this 

document include’ Will ut be a “tnendship and cooper- 
ation” agreement or wall it be more broad” 

| Bodensky | Bulgarian- Turkish relations are 10 years old 
and are based on more than ©) treaties, agreements 
conventions, etc. OF course, the dynamic changes that 
have occurred mn our countnes, in Europe. and in the 
world as a whole have prepared the ground for us to 
modernize and complete the legal! basis of our relations 
The work to conclude a document based on the princs- 

ples of good-neighborly relations. security, and coopera- 

tron +s only one aspect of what the two countries can 
achreve. Amb. Celem’s visit to Bulgaria, which produced 

positive results. was agreed on by the Bulgarian and 
Turkish foreign ministers in Ankara in May. The meet- 
ings held in Sofia dealt with matters already discussed at 
various levels in the past. The idea of signing of a 
document was among the matters discussed 

‘Part Iwo’ of Interview 

NO F208 702991 Ieanhuld Cl WHURIVET in Turkish 

"due VI pA 

[Part two of interview with Bulgarian Ambassador Peter 
Creorgives Bodensky by Semih Idiz in Ankara date not 
given] 
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[Excerpts] Ackhara—{ldiz] Bulgarna has upheld the pro- 
posal Greek Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis 
made for the establishment of a demilitarized zone in the 
Thraki region. In view of the cxssting control mecha- 
nisms within the framework of the agreement reached 
for conventional arms reductions in Europe, Turkey 
disagrees with the proposal. What is Buigana’s stand” 

|[Bodensky} As I have already explained, Bulgarian tor- 
eign policy belreves ut rs emportant to decrease tension 
and strengthen confidence and stability in the Balkans 
and Europe in accordance with the spirit of the agree- 
ments reached within the CSCE framework. As a result, 
Bulgaria places significant emphasis on Greece's mnitia- 
uve to remove offensive arms from the common Bul- 
garian. Turkish, and Greck border. Solutions musi be 
found to the problems among the countnes concerned 
through negotiations, solutions which will be acceptable 

to all. This cannot be achieved without the consent and 
cooperation of NATO. Bulgaria maintains a positive 
approach on the ideas and initiatives aimed at estab- 

lishing a favorable atmosphere in our region 

[idiz] 1 beleve that the era of change in Bulgaria has 
lifted the ban on references to the “Turkish minority” on 
your country. Regardless of the reaction of certain circles 
in Bulgaria, your government has taken a number of 
steps in that regard. Irrespective of what it may be called. 

this minority has always played an important role im 

Turkish-Bulganan relations. How would you describe 
this minority 's future role” 

|[Bodensky}] Human mghts in the religious, language. 
culture fields have been guaranteed without discrimina- 

won by the new Bulganan Constiiution in accordance 
with the requirements of the devclopments in Europe 

and the international agreements that have been reached 
on the basis of these devclopments. Bulgaria has proved 
that it 1s ready to recognize all its coizens individual 
rights. The measures taken in that regard during the past 
year and a half are truly striking. [passage omitted] 

The success achieved in that direction 1s quite clear and 

indisputable In tact. our achievements have been sup- 
ported by many countries and organizations. In view of 

this. the stem included on the agenda of the mecting of 
the foreign ministers of the Islamic Conference Organs- 
zation im Istanbul in connection with Mushims in Bul- 
garia does not reflect the realities. The removal of this 
item will enable the deeply rooted changes in Bulgaria to 
be better understood [passage omitted] 

|idiz) Contrary to Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey are not 
EC members. nevertheless. the two countries hope that 
they wall be admutied as members. How can Turkey and 

Bulgaria Cooperate to realize their hope” 

| Bodensky] I beleve that we can be helpful by remo ing 
the burden of past devclopments and judgments from 

our relations with a view to omprove them in accordance 
with contemporary requirements We must not allow our 

way of thenking and reacting im the past to obstruct the 

move we have made to become a part of Europe. In the 
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light of all thes, | wish to reiterate that Bulgaria attaches 
significant importance to the development and strength- 
ening of its relations with Turkey. Considering our 
mutual interests, we are ready to Carry out uninterrupted 
work to improve our relations 

Joint Soviet Venture To Look for Black Sea Oil 
NC 1308103491 Istanbul TURKIYVE in Turkish 

26 Jul 91 p 7 

[Samil Ozturk report: “Search for Oil in the Black Sea™] 

[ Text} lzmir—The problems existing between us and the 
Soviet Union over the Black Sea will be solved by the 
faculty members from the Nine September University 
and Moscow State University 

The screntists will pountly research into the geological and 
ological characteristics of the sea, as well as look for ou! 
deposits. This way they will be presenting the politicians 
with a foundation for solving the problems 

In accordance with a protocol signed between Professor 
Dr. Namrk Cevik, the rector of the Nine September 
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University, and Professor Dr. Yuriy K. Burlin. a 
member of the faculty at the Geological Department [at 
the Moscow State University}, aboard Moskova Aka- 
demik Petrovskiy [name as published] research ship. 
which visited Alsancak harbor, the Pin Rew and Aka- 
demik Petrovskiy dips of the aforementioned universi- 
tees wall start yornt work in the Black Sea. The screntusts 
also will ascertain if there are oil deposits in the sea bed 
and weil thus give direction to the political leaders 

Speaking after the signing of the protocol. Prof. Burlin 
indicated that no major problems cust between the two 
countnes and added: “There are scientists in both coun- 
tnes who would solve or heip solve the existing prob- 
lems. What 1s needed 1s the organization of the work. We 
will help in the solution of the problems by carrying out 
joint work in the Black Sea with Pin Rers research ship 
of the Marine Sciences and Technology Institute of the 
Nine September University. We will search for oil.” 

The Rector Cevik mn his turn said that the problems will 
be casily surmounted through the joint work of the 
scientists, and noted that the protocol also envisages the 
exchange of scientists and students 
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